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Summary 

During 1984 I carried out an Internship in Materials Conservation 

under the supervision of Mrs. Patricia Johnson, the Conservator 

of the Nicholson Museum of Antiquities, the University of Sydney. 

My area of specialization was in the conservation of artifacts. 

The majority of artifacts examined and treated during the 

Internship were from archaeological excavations in the Middle 

East, at the site of Pella, in Jordan. The site of Pella has 

produced artifacts from a wide chronological range; Neolithic, 

Bronze Age, Iron Age, Hellenistic (Greek), Roman, and Arabic 

historical periods.A selection of these artifacts has been granted 

to the University of Sydney by the Jordanian government, and 

constitute the present Pella Collection. 

Most of the materials are inorganic, i.e. ceramics, metals, 

glass, and stone, although bone and ivory artifacts, as well 

as skeletal material,form a part of the collection. Upon an 

initial examination of the collection, conservation problems 

were identified and a program of conservation work for the 

collection was formulated. 

Priority treatment was given to the metals in the collection, 

particularly to the small bronzes which were found to be 

suffering from "bronze disease" {active corrosion), to ceramics 

needed for study and display, and to glass with unstable surfaces. 

Improvements in storage conditions for the Pella Collection, 

particularly in the packing of small finds and the storage of 

metals, were also given a high priority. 

Taken altogether, the Pella Collection has proved to be a well

balanced collection, covering almost every period of Middle 

Eastern Archaeology, and containing artifacts representative 

of most types of materials and of ancient technology. Planned 

as a research and teaching collection for the students of the 

Department of Archaeology, the University of Sydney, it also 

proved to be an excellent teaching collection for a student 

of materials conservation. 

1. 



The following, therefore, is a report on my Internship in 

Archaeological Conservation, and includes a description of 

the institution which sponsored the Internship, a description 

of both the program of work and the program of instruction 

for the Internship, detailed descriptions of all conservation 

work and other activities which were undertaken as part of the 

Internship, and a final evaluation of the Internship. 

2. 
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5. 
The University of Sydney 

The University of Sydney is the oldest University in Australia, 

founded in 1850 on its present site, between City Road {Newtown) 

to the South, and Broadway (Glebe) to the North, just outside 

of the present limits of the City of Sydney. The most imposing, 

and the oldest, buildings on the campus include the Quadrangle, 

a Neo-Gothio square of sandstone buildings, the earliest section 

of which was designed by Edmund Blackett, and which was later 

added to by Vernon and Wilkinson (Gamble 1981:i-iii). 

The buildings which make up the Quadrangle, or "Quad" as it is 

commonly known, are built out of elaborately carved sandstone, 

enriched by stained glass windows·, and set off by carefully 

maintained lawns. The Quad is the heart of the University, in 

both a romantic and a symbolic sense. 

The Quad houses most of the offices of the Department of 

Archaeology, with the rest closely adjacent in the Maccallum 

Building, and in the Fisher Library Stacks. The Quad also 

houses the Nicholson Museum of Antiquities, and its Conservation 

Laboratory. As most of my time during my Internship was spent 

working at the Nicholson Museum, or with the Department of 

Archaeology, in describing these two departments I will be 

describing the physical environment of my Internship. 

The following section of photographs ( Figures 1 through 3) 

are included to illustrate the Quadrangle, while the "Location 

Map and Index" (Figure 4) is a guide to the University of Sydney 

and shows both the location of the Quadrangle and the Nicholson 

Museum of Antiquities. 



The University of Sydney 

1984 

Fig. 1. The Main Quadrangle. A view of the Eastern Entrance 

and the Clock Tower. Photograph by the author. 
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Fig. 2. The Clock Tower. The Main Quadrangle. Photograph by the 

author. 

Main Quadrangle. 

Photograph by the author. 
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LOCATION MAP 
AND 
INDEX h 

DENTISTRY INSET 
,, 

Fig. 4. "Location Map and Index" to Museums and Collections, 
The University of Sydney. From ''The University of Sydney News", 
February 1981. The Main Quadrangle is located at the Western 

8. 

end of ~hiversity Avenue, and is shown as a block of buildings 
with the letters "r,n,d,-and J superimposed upon it. The letter J ' 
indicates the position of the Nicholson Museum of Antiquities. 



The Nicholson Museum of Antiquities 

The Nicholson Museum of Antiquities is located on the Sbuthern 

side of the Quadrangle, within the elaborately carved Southern 

Entrance (originally designed as the main entrance to the University) 

( Gamble 1981sii ). It houses the original collection of antiquities 

granted to the University by Sir Charles Nicholson in 1860, as 

well as subsequent additions to the collection ( Trendall 1967: 

528 ). 

The Museum consists of a public Gallery, a Seminar Room, and 

an office for the Curatorial Assistant on the ground floor, 

an upper room used for storage, and, on the lower ' level, a 

study gallery (the 11L..ower Gallery"), the Conservation Laboratory, 

and the Museum Store. There are three entrances; the public 

entrance to the Gallery, the entrance to the Conservation 

Laboratory, and the entrance to the Lower Gallery. 

The Collection of the Nicholson Museum consists largely of artifacts 

from Ancient Greece, the Middle East, Egypt, and Rome. It includes. 

both original works and copies of artifacts from other museum 

collections used by the Department of Archaeology in its teaching 

program. 

The present displays in the Museum were designed by the Curator, 

Professor Alexander Cambitoglou, and opened to the public in 

1966 (personal communication, Mrs. Kate Lawler, 1984). They are 

representative of the total of the collection. Objects from 

each phase of cultural development in the Middle East, Egypt, 

and the Classical World are arranged, in approximate chronological 

order, in display cases and on pedestals. Objects are described 

and placed in historical context through the text on walls 

adjacent to the cases. 

A further description of the Museum is contained in the Museum 

guide ( Figure 8 ), while the following section of photographs 

(Figures 5,6,7 and 9) are intended to illustrate this description 

of the Museum by showing the exterior of the building housing the 

Museum and by showing some of the Museum displays• 



The Nicholson Museum of Antiquities 
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Fig. 5. The Southern Entrance to the Main Quadrangle, which 

contains the entrance to the public galleries of the Nicholson 

Museum of Antiquities, and also the offices of the lecturers 

in Classical Archaeology. Photograph by the author. 

Fig• 6. Detail of the 

Southern Entrance,a 

carved sandstone lion. 

Photograph by the author. 
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The Nicholson Museum of Antiquities 

1984 

Fig. 7. The Southern side of the Main Quadrangle, which houses 

the Nicholson Museum of Antiquities and the Nicholson Mus:eum 

Conservation Laboratory. Photograph by the author. 
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The Nicholson Museum of 
Antiquities. The Univer- OlTIJ
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THE NICHOLSON MUSEUM OF ANTIQUITIES 

THE UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY 

SYDNEY, NSW 2006 

Telephone: 692 2812, 692 1122 ext. 2812 

Hours: Monday - Thursday 10 a.m. - 4.30 p.m. 
Friday 10 a.m. - 4.15 p.m. 
(Closed on public holidays) 

Admission: Free 

Groups (to a maximum of 25) are asked to book 
in advance 

* * * 

12. 

In 1860, soon after the establishment of the University of Sydney, the 
Museum was founded by Sir Charles Nicholson, Provost of the University from 
1854 to 1862. Nicholson had studied medicine at Edinburgh, and at the 
invitation of his uncle came out to Australia to practise his profession in 
1834. His uncle was drowned at sea in 1836, and left his fortune to his 
nephew; thereafter, Nicholson was able to pursue and cultivate his scholarly 
interests, which centred on history and the Classics. He became a leading 
figure in education in New South Wales and, as a landowner, an extremely 
wealthy man. 

During the 1840s and 1850s, by writing to antique dealers and booksellers 
abroad, Nicholson built up a collection of antiquities from all over Western 
Europe; in 1856, on his way to England, he toured Egypt and there acquired 
first hand much of the present Egyptian collection. In the enlightened belief 
that it would be of far greater future value in Australia than in Europe, he 
donated to the University his collection of some 400 Egyptian antiquities, 
about 100 Greek vases, and some prehistoric, Etruscan and Roman objects. 

These formed a substantial basis for what became known, in commemoration 
of the name of its greatest benefactor, as the Nicholson Museum, now an 
archaeological collection unique in Australia. Since its foundation, the 
Egyptian, and especially the Classical, collections have been significantly 
increased, and the Museum has been further expanded to include archaeological 
material from the Near East, Cyprus and Europe, 

·The Museum was at first accommodated in two rooms at the southern end of 
the Main Building; in 1910, the Senate decided to transfer it to its present 
location in the building at the southern end of the Main Quadrangle, beneath 
the reading-room of the old Fisher Library, now MacLaurin Hall. It was 
entirely renovated during the 1960s, and officially r~-opened to the public 
in September 1966. It is now open to visitors for inspection on weekdays 
throughout the year, with the exception of public holidays. The Museum is 
maintained both for teaching purposes and for the benefit of the general 
public; admission is free. 
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Fig. 9. The Lower Gallery. Display cases containing Greek vases. 

Photograph by the author. 

Fig. 10. The Lower Gallery. 

Statue displayed next to 

study area. Photograph by 

the author. 



The Conservation Laboratory 

The conservation laboratory of the Nicholson Museum of 

Antiquities consists of a long, L-shaped, open-plan, work room, 

and a separate office for the Conservator. A detailed plan of 

the laboratory is given in Figure 11, while photographs of the 

work area are included as Figures 12 through 16, and a list of 

equipment to be found in the laboratory is included in the 

following pages. 

The laboratory is a pleasant place in which to work, summer and 

winter. Natural light is available through the windows, but 

artificial light (fluorescent overhead lights) is generally 

needed for work in the laboratory during the day. Neither the 

laboratory and store, nor the museum galleries are air conditioned, 

though a good deal of insulation from atmospheric changes is 

given by the thick stone walls, and the ground floor position 

has an insulating effect on the lower level of the museum. 

To detect illegal entries the laboratory is fitted with a security 

system which uses an Infra-Red detection device to activate an 

alarm connected to the security section of the University. The 

laboratory is also fitted with a smoke detection system to give 

warning of any smoke/fire in the area, and this is wired to an 

alarm system. 

The conservation laboratory is a small one, and this limits 

both the amount of work which can be done at one time in the 

laboratory and the number of people who can work at the same 

time within the laboratory. Generally, only two, or at most 

three, workers can function effectively within the laboratory. 

Overall, the equipment and supplies within the laboratory are 

appropriate, storage is well-planned, and facilities are both 

compactly and carefully designed. Of great interest to visitors 

involved with conservation is the solvent store, a large double-



doored (locking) cabinet, with an exhaust flue to the outside 

of the building for the dissipation of solvent vapours (a feature 

too rarely seen in Australian Conservation Laboratories). 

The major inadequacy of the laboratory (and one keenly felt by 

the Conservator) is the size of the fume-cupboard. An older, 

built-in cupboard, its space is too small to allow for much work 

area within it, so that work is arranged to flow as quickly as 

possible through the cupboard ( i.e. is not left within the 

fume cupboard unnecessarily), the bottles of solvents kept with 

the cupboard are limited to two solvent waste bottles and a supply 

of Eenzotriazole ( c6 H
5 

N
3

) in Acetone which has been used at 

least once and is being saved for future use 9 and the size of 

objects which can be treated within the fume cupboard is limited 

to those objects less than approximately .5 M {L) x ;5 M(W) x 1 M (H). 

However, the cupboard itself is in good working order. 

The laboratory connects directly onto the Museum store, allowing 

the Conservator free access to objects, and also allowing the 

Conservator to keep a close eye on storage conditions. The 

laboratory also connects on to the Lower Gallery. Objects used 

for teaching in the Lower Gallery are thus often transported 

directly from the store to the Lower Gallery through the Laboratory 

by either the teaching staff under the supervision of the Nicholson 

curatorial staff, by the Curator or other Nicholson staff, or by 

the teaching staff under the supervision of the Conservator. This 

has proved to be a convenient arrangement for both the teaching 

staff of the Department of Archaeology and the staff of the 

Nicholson Museum, in addition to having the advantages of keeping 

the material used for teaching within the Museum to better provide 

for its security, and also of allowing the Conservator the opportunity 

to both supervise the movement of objects from the store and to 

hold an informal examination of the condition of objects both as 

they are taken from and return to the Museum store . 

Therefore, the conservation laboratory, and the Nicholson Museum 

itself, can be described as a compact, well-organized, and long 

established educational institution. It is also a stable, quiet, 

conservative, and pleasant working environment. 
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Fig. 11. Plan of the Conservation Laboratory. 

Maximum length of Laboratory - 12 M 
Maximum width of Laboratory - Approx. 4 M 

Laboratory office - Approx. 3.3 M (6J x 3.6 M (W) 
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Plan by the author. 
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The Conservation Laboratory 

The Nicholson Museum of Antiquities 

1984 

Figure 12. The work room (Eastern wall)of the Conservation Laboratory, 

showing the sink, drying cabinet, and chemical storage. Photograph 

by the author. 

Figure 13. The work room 

of the O:Onservation 

Laboratory, showing the 

"Wild" microscope and 

sand filled tray used for 

ceramic conservation. 

Photograph by the author. 
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The Conservation Laboratory 
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Fig. 14. The work room of the Conservation Laboratory, showing 

Mrs. Patricia Johnson, Conservator, at work. Photograph by the 

author. 
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Figures 15 and 16. Staff and students at work. 1984. 

Photographs by the author. 

~ -------
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The Conservation Laboratory 

The Nicholson Museum of Antiquities 

Equipment List 1984 

Laboratory Equipment 

"Permutit" Deionizer (1) 

11 Fisons11 Water Still ( 1) plus plastic holding containers ( 2) 
and plastic tubing 

"Mettler" Ultrasound Cleaner (1) 

"SEM'' Hot Plate (1) 

Buns~ll 0 burner (1) 

Conductivity Meter (1) 

Fu.me Cupboard (built-in) (1) 

Solvent and Acid Storage Cupboard, lockable, with an exhaust 
hood and piping system (1) 

22. 

Drying Cupboard for drying ceramics, ( made in-house), constructed 
of wood and using electric lights for heat (1) 

Fine Balances (2) 

Metal Pottery Stand { used for holding a ceramic or moulding 
wet clay ) (1) 

Metal Trays for Sandboxes/ used for ceramic conservation (2) 

"Belling" Oven (1) 

"Hoover" Vacuum Cleaner (1) 

"Wild" M7 Stereo Microscope (1) with Photographic Attachments, 
"Wild" E:x:posuremeter (1) and an "Introlux" 150 H light source (1). 
The Stereo Microscope is used on a large swinging arm stand, 
supplied by "Wild". 

"Edwards" Vacuum pump. (1) 

Vacuum Chamber (1) 

"Townsend and Mercer" Max./Min. Thermometer/Wall Mounted (1) 

" Sartorius" General Laboratory Balance (1) 

"Mettler" General Laboratory Balance (1) 

"Ademco" light box/cutter (1) 



Photographic stand ( made in-house of wood) (1) 

Photographic lights ( two globes on stands/attachments) (2) 

Tripod (1) 

"Olympus" 35mm camera (1) with attachments 

"National" automatic fan (1) 

"SS White" Airabrasive Jet Machining Unit (1) 

Portable lamps (3) 

A large range of glassware (Pyrex) plus stainless steel and 
plastic washing containers. 

Chemicals and other supplies . 

Office Furniture 

"Dimpex" portable room heat er ( l) 

"Roden" refrigerator (small) (1) 

Filing cabinet (1) 

Filing drawer (1) 

Cabinet (1) 

Desk (1) 

Chairs ( 3) 

Table (1) 

Bookcase and reference books 

Typewriters (2) 

Laboratory Furniture 

Work tables ( 2) 

Table (1) 

Stools ( 3) 

Unused Equipment 

"Olympus" Microscope (1) 

23. 



24. 
For built-in cabinets and bench space, plus the position of 

major items of equipment, please see the Conservation Laboratory 

Plan ( Figure 11 ). The plan is drawn to approximate scale, 

and gives the general layout of work space and equipment in 

the Laboratory work room. 



The Department of Archaeology 

The organization of the Department of Archaeology is somewhat 

complex, and grew out of its own particular history. There are 

two Heads of Department; Professor Alexander Cambitoglou 

(Classical Archaeology) and Professor J. Basil Hennessy (Middle 

Eastern Archaeology). They share the position through exercising 

the responsibilities of the position in alternate years, and 

in each other's absence . 

The Department teaches Classical Archaeology {Ancient Greece, 

Rome, the Hellenistic and the Byzantine periods), Middle Eastern 

Archaeology, and some attention is given to areas affecting 

Middle Eastern Archaeology, such as Egypt. Research projects 

which the staff of the Department regularly participate in 

are centered upon Pompeii (Italy), Toroni {Greece), and Pella 

(Jordan). 
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The Pella Project 

The University of Sydney has been excavating at the site of 

Pella of the Decapolis (Jordan) since 1979, on a yearly basis, 

during the months of December through early March. The excavations 

have been carried out in partnership with the College of Wooster 

(USA), although the Americans excavated from mid-March through 

to late May. The College of Wooster, however, will not be 

excavating this coming year. The two teams shared a single system 

of field tagging, registration and recording in order to allow 

a complete report to be compiled after the completion of the 

project. 

Finds (artifacts) recovered during each season of excavation are 

divided by the Jordanian Department of Antiquities' representative(s) 

and the Archaeological Director(s) of the ~eason's excavation. 

All unique items are kept by Jordan, but Sydney ( and Wooster) may 

export duplicate artifacts. 

Material returned to Sydney has been used for research, display, 

and teaching purposes. It is ultimately designed for a variety 

of sources, some artifacts to be given to the University of Sydney, 

and other material to various contributors to the Pella Project. 

A large proportion of material currently held at the University 

of Sydney has been designated for transfer to the Australian 

National Gallery in Canberra, a generous supporter of the Pella 

Project. 

The Pella Collection is currently stored in the Pella Room 

(Room 190/191 , Fisher Library Stacks), within Professor Hennessy•s 

Room {Room 193, Fisher Library Stacks), and within the Anthropology 

Laboratory, the Institute Building, City Road (skeletal material 

only). Plans of the Fisher Stack rooms and photographs of the 

storage conditions will be included in the section on Packing 

and Storage. 



n. 
Field Conservators h~ve been present during excavations at Pella. 

However, once they have seen the material packed for transport 

to Australia they have ceased their association with it. Some 

work has been done on the artifacts by Mrs. Patricia Johnson, 

and some pottery reconstruction done by students of the University 

of Sydney, as well as by Mr. Danny Petroz, a field supervisor at 

Pella and, at the time of his death this year, a Doctoral 

candidate with the Department of Archaeology. However, a systematic 

assessment of the needs of the collection had not been attempted 

before this year, due to lack of time and suitable staff at Sydney. 

Mrs. Patricia Johnson, whose position as Nicholson Conservator 

does not include responsibility for the Pella Collection,suggested 

that work on the Pella artifacts was both urgently needed and 

appropriate as a project for my Internship in Conservation. 

Following the preparation of an initial assessment and report 

on the collection, the project was approved by the Department 

of Archaeology, and funding for a six month project was obtained 

from the Australian National Gallery under the provision that 

during that time I work on material designated for future transfer 

to the Australian National Gallery. 



28. 
Internship Schedule 

Program of Work 

January-May 1984 

One day a week was spent at the Nicholson Museum Conservation 

Laboratory, on Study Leave granted by the Museum of Applied 

Arts and Sciences, Ultimo, N.s.w •• During this time I received 

instruction on the treatment of bronzes, the repair and restor

ation of ceramics, and in the methods appropriate for the repair 

of an Eg-fptian Mummy Case lid, from my supervisor, Mrs. Patricia 

Johnson. 

I also spent some time in the Pella Room (Fisher Library Stacks) 

making a condition assessment of the Pella Collection. The report 

was submitted, after approval by Mrs. Johnson, to Dr. Anthony 

McNicoll and to the Director of the Australian National Gallery, 

Mr. James Mollison. 

June-November 1984 

For these six months I worked full-time on the Pella Collection. 

My work was done under the curatorial supervision of Dr. Anthony 

McNicoll, Co-Director of the Pella Project and also Deputy Curator 

of the Nicholson Museum, and under the conservation supervision 

of my Internship Supervisor, Mrs. Patricia Johnson. 

During October, November and December I also worked on material 

from the collections of the University of Sydney and the 

Nicholson Museum of Antiquities which posed conservation treat ment 

problems applicable to my Internship program. A final report was 

made for the Australian National Gallery on the treatment of 

ANG Pella objects. 



December 1984 

During this time conserv.ation treatments were completed for 

objects from the Nicholson Museum and on Pella objects from 

the University of Sydney collection, and conservation reports 

both completed and checked. 

December 1984-January 1985 

The Internship Report was written and prepared for submission 

to the Canberra College of Advanced Education. 

29. 
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Program of Instruction 

The following program for instruction in archaeological artifact 

conservation was worked out petween myself and Mrs. Patricia 

Johnson, with the approval and co-operation of curatorial staff. 

This program was in accordance with the Internship Proposal 

submitted to Dr. Colin Pearson and approved by the Academic 

Board of the Canberra College of Advanced Education. 

It had been hoped that it would be possible for me to go to Pella, 

at the completion of my six months of full-time work on the project, 

as conservator for the 1984/85 season. However, finance for the 

excavation had been strained by the extension of the 1983/84 season 

occasioned by the discovery of Tomb 62, and other major finds at 

the end of the season. Therefore finance was not available for 

the air fare for myself to Jordan, nor for a living allowance/ 

salary. Under these circumsta.nces the plans for me to continue 

my work on the Pella Project had to be abandoned. 

The Program 

1) Introduction to the Conservation Laboratory and general 

techniques of artifact treatment. 

2) Assessment of the condition of the Pella Collection. 

3) Planning a Conservation Program for the Collection. 

a.) Formulation of the Conservation Philosophy. 

b.) Assessing priorities for treatment. 

c.) Improving storage conditions. 

d.) Monitoring environmental conditions. 

4) Implementing the above program. 

5) Further study of specific problems in artifact conservation 

and practice of more complex conservation treatment techniques. 

Areas of study were limited to those most appropriate to the 

needs of the collection. These were the treatment of bronzes, 

with special consideration given to the problem of active corrosion, 

or "bronze disease", the desalination and repair of ceramics, and 

the stabilization of glass. 

6) The provision of adequate documentation of all work done upon 

the collection(s) for the use of future conservators and for the 

use of the custodians of the artifacts. 
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Fig. 17. Map showing th~ l ocation of Pella in Jordan .(McNicoll 

1982:10). 
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The Pella Collection 

Pella, The Site 

The site of Pella in Jordan, the ancient Pella of the Decapolis, 

is now a deserted city mound, with the remnaalw of the Arab 

village Tabaqat Fahl and the structures of the Sydney-Wooster 

field headquarters the only modern structures visable. 

It is located on the Jordanian side of the River Jordan, with 

the modern state of Israel visable across the Jordan Valley 

(Amiran 1970:PIX/9). It derives its name 11Pella of the Decapolis" 

from the times when it and its sister cities of Philadelphia, 

Gerasa (Jerash), Hippos, etc., formed a strong trading partnership 

(from c. 200 B.C. through Roman times). Decapolis means, in 

Greek, the Ten Cities, though at times there were more than ten 

cities in the economic federation. (McNicoll 1982:10) 

Smith, in his Pella of the Decapolis,cites references to Pella 

in the Egyptian records (Smith 1973:23-33), the Hellenistic 

records (Ibid 35-37), and the Roman period(~ 38-44). He also 

quotes Eusebius' Ecclesiastical History 3.5.3-5 where Pella is 

mentioned as the city to which the Christians fled just before 

the destruction of Jerusalem in 70 A.D. by the Roman Army. This 

event, and other citations in early Christian records, are described 

with careful scholarship by Smith in his historical research 

on Pella (Ibid 44-50). 

However, from its place in the above records, and from the 

evidence of archaeological work on the site, the area appears 

to have enjoyed a long and continuous occupation, from the 

Palaeolithic time through to the Arabic period. 

The geology of the area, including the nature of the bedrock, 

ground water system, drainage, and the soils/deposits, is 

important information, not only for those interested in an 

understanding of the archaeological record, but for an understanding 

of the environmental conditions from which the excavators have 

recovered the artifacts now at Sydney University. 



Fig. 18. The site of Pella in Jordan during the 1983/84 

excavation by the University of Sydney. Photograph courtesy 

of Dr. Anthony McNicoll. 
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The area of Pella can be seen in the accompanying map 

{Figure 17) and photograph {Figure 18). The accumulated 

deposits rest on a limestone bedrock. The ground waters, therefore, 

carry a high level of soluble salts (a condition common in 

the Middle East, with its high rates of evaporation), A high 

pH for the soil explains the la.rgely green/carbonate patina 

found on Cu (Copper) based metals from the site. It also allows 

for the recovery of bone and ivory artifacts, in a reasonable 

state of preservation. The high level of soluble salts in the 

ground waters explains the presence of salts in so many of the 

pots recovered, and also the potential for active corrosion 

("bronze disease") among the bronzes recovered from the site. 

Excavation techniques used and on-site conservation techniques 

have also, naturally, affected the condition of materials now 

in Australia. The site is excavated by local Arab workers, 

recruited each season and paid for their labour. They are 

supervised by the University of Sydney staff and archaeology 

students, who are also responsible for the recording. 

Materials excavated are taken to the dig house. Ceramics are 

washed by the workmen and dried on mats. All materials are 

counted and recorded, but only important and/or representative 

materials are retained. The fragile materials, especially small 

finds like bronze pins or bone points, are treated by the on-site 

conservator. The only records of on-site conservation kept to 

date appear to be brief notes on the paper tags with registration 

information and notes in a log book as to whether or not 

conservation work has been done. 

Judging from these notes, plus subsequent experience with the 

artifacts, and also from conversations with excavators from 

past seasons, (The excavators were Miss Margaret 0 1 Hea, Mr. Alan 

Walmsley, Dr. Anthony MoNicoll, Miss Leah McKenzie, and Mr. Philip 

Edwards) I should judge that when treatment has been carried 

out it consisted of one or more of the following treatments: 

1) Some desalination of important ceramics. ( This has been 

limited by the small amount of deionized water available at 

Pella compaired to the total quantity of ceramics which need/ 

needed desalination.) 
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2) Some removal of encrustations on ceramics with dilute 

Hydrochloric Acid {'H'Cl). I do not know in what concentrationfs). 

3) Treatment of worked bone with 5% of a"Paraloid" ( an acrylic 

co-polymer). I must assume the grade of Paraloid, as it has not 

been stated, but is appears to be Paraloid B72. The solvent 

used was not stated. 

4) Treatment of bones with a consolidant. The type of consolidant 

used has not been recorded. It may have been, judging from surface 

appearance alone, a cellulose nitrate ( a polynitrate ester, 

partial f?rmula CH
2
0N0

2 
Brown 1978:317) baaed lacquer. A 

cellulose nitrate adhesive also appears to have been used to 

mend bones in the field. 

5) Reassembly of ceramics, using a cellulose nitrate based 

adhesive, the trade name of which is H.M.G. (manufactured by H. 

)tarcel Guest, Lt., Collyhurst, Manchester, England). The exact 

chemical composition is not available upon the adhesive or upon 

literature from the manufacturer, but it is commonly described 

as a cellulose nitrate ( Dowman 1970:71) and would be a poly

nitrate ester. It is soluble in acetone, amyl acetate and is 

only slightly soluble in alcohols ( Ibid.) 

6) Treatment of bronzes with 

a) M'anual cleaning 

b) 3% Benzotriazole ( c6 H
5 

N
3

) • The solvent used 

was not stated. 

c) Coated with Incralac ( an acrylic co-polymer, available 

also as "Paraloid B44", which also has some Benzotriazole 

added). 

After the 1983/84 Pella season the bronzes were packed within 

sealed plastic bags, without Silica Gel, and then into cardboard 

boxes with paper (shredded) packing, and finally crated for a 

sea voyage. Upon arrival approximately one half showed signs of 

active corrosion; many had already disintegrated into green 

powder. 

7) Copper based coins from the 1983/84 season, while treated 

in the field in a manner similar to the small bronzes, were 

hand delivered via air transport, and did not suffer such 

disintegration in transport . 



Most objects have been returned from Pella within self-sealing 

plastic bags, with paper identity tags. Some of the ceramics/ 

sherds from early seasons were returned in burlap (cloth/hessian) 

bags, and still remain in those bags. Registration numbers are 

placed upon each object in the field by the cataloguer, using 

India ink. The inked labels have been coated with clear cellulose 

acetate lacquer ( commercial nail polishes, clear) by the 

Research Assistant (Miss Leah McKenzie) upon arrival in Sydney. 

In the future it is intended to prepare the surface of the find 

for the ink using the nail polish (one coat), then to mark with 

India Ink, and finally to seal the label using a second coat of 

nail polish. This will be removable in Acetone, and yet safe 

from accidental removal by washing. It will also prevent the 

marking of the ceramic (or other artifact) body by the ink, which 

might sink into the fabric and leave a permanent mark. 

The site of Pella itself is actually dug as a group or complex 

of sites, each with its own supervisor(s), but with a single 

co-ordinated recording system. This is due to the size of the 

site, its complexity, and the numbers of separate features found 

on the site (i.e. tombs, churches, other structures, etc. ). 

The general archaeological methodology, or plan of excavation, 

is Open Area Excavation, i.e. opening up large areas in order 

to show structures and their relationships. Baulks are left to 

aid in following stratigraphy. Tombs are dug as separate features . 

A label for an artifact will have information relating to its 

location, in a system appropriate to the archaeological method

ology used at Pella. Therefore, in addition to the cataloguer's 

registration number, the tag will have Area, Plot, Locus,Level, 

Plot Object Number, and perhaps a Baulk Number, besides special 

comments. These special comments include photographic, drawing, 

and conservation records . 

The Archaeological record of Pella is long, complex, and, in 

many cases yet to be discovered. Rather than enter into any 

details here, I will give a brief description of the time 



periods involved, and the major types of artifacts so far 

recovered from each period. Any more detailed information 

which is desired can be found in the published records (Smith 

1973 and McNicoll, et. al. 1982) and the unpublished records 

for the site. 

Pella/Chronology 

Palaeolithic to Chalcolithic Periods 

(c. 1 Million - 3,300 B.C.) 

Artifacts recovered: Stone tools, flints, stone sculpture 

(engraved stones), potsherds, and also skeletal remains. 

Bronze Age 

(c. 3,300 1,200 B.C.) 
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Artifacts recovered: Ceramics, including dipper juglets,bowls, 

jars, piriform juglets,lamps, and "Chocolate on White" ceramics. 

Also bronze pins, glass beads, alabaster/calcite jars, worked 

bone and bone inlay, loom weights, ivory inlay, shell and other 

miscellaneous artifacts. Skeletal materials. 

Iron Age 

(c. 1,200 - 323 B.C.) 

Artifacts: Ceramics, both local and a small amount of imported 

ceramics (Cypriot), loom weights, and bones. 

Hellenistic Period 

(c. 323 - 63 B.C.) 

Artifacts: Ceramics, fine and ordinary wares, loom weights, 

bone implements, bronze cosmetic implements, coins, and bones. 

Roman Period 

(c. 63 B.C. - 325 A.D.) 

Artifacts: Ceramics, including ceramic lamps, glass objects, 

sarcophagi, wood(boxes), and leaves, bronze objects, stone 

beads, iron jewelry, iron nails, gold jewelry, coins, bone pins, 

both bone and ivory carvings, and skeletal materials. 



The Condition Report 

This report was prepared at the beginning of the project, as an 

assessment of the condition of the Pella Collection. It is included 

here, in its original form (with only minor editorial corrections). 

The Archaeological Collection 

From Pella, Jordan 

February, 1984 

by Glennda S. Marsh 

The University of Sydney has participated in excavations, jointly 

with the American College of Wooster, at the site of Pella in 

Jordan, from 1979 through 1984. Finds from the excavation have 

been divided between the government of Jordan and the participating 

universities. Those finds which have been allocated to the 

University of Sydney, Department of Archaeology, have been 

returned to Sydney, along with a copy of the excavation records. 

They are now stored at the University of Sydney. 

Until this time there has been no systematic attention given 

to the conservation requirements of the collection, though 

professional conservation work has been undertaken on the materials 

while in the field in Jordan, and conservation advise and help 

has been supplied by Mrs. Pat Johnson of the Nicholson Museum, 

the University of Sydney. 

As the collection is an important one, and a growing one,it would 

be beneficial at this time to undertake a systematic survey of 

the collection with the aim of assessing the condition of the 

artifacts, identifying conservation priorities, and making 

recommendations for both future conservation work and for long 

term storage of the artifacts. 

Therefore a brief examination of the collection has been undertaken, 

to be followed by a detailed examination of all of the objects in 

the collection, the preparation of conser vation examination and 

treatment reports, and, when necessary, conservation treatment of 



Byzantine Period 

( 325 - 635 A.D. ) 

Artifacts: Ceramics, coins, flints, paintings, mosaics, 

terracotta plaques, , jewelry, stone artifacts, and bronzes. 

Also skeletal materials. 

Islamic Period 

( post 635 A.D. ) 

Artifacts: Ceramics, metal artifacts, coins, utensils, 

agricultural implements, glass vessels, stone grinders, and 

bone artifacts. Animal bones and skeletal materials. 

38 . 
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objects (at the request of Professor Hennessy or Dr. McNicoll). 

The Collection - Types of Materials 

The collection is at present stored within two rooms on the 

bottom floor of the Fisher Library (Stack), at the University 

of Sydney, and in the Anthropology Laboratory, the Institute 

Building. A brief examination of the collection as a whole was 

made, and a rough count of objects within the major categories 

was attempted. Categories used were Ceramics, Stone Vessels, 

Metal Objects {other than coins), Coins, Glass, Bones, Shell, 

Beads, Jewelry, and Type Sherds. 

Category 

Ceramics 

Whole or Restorable Vessels 

Stone Vessels 

Coins 

Metal Objects 

Glass 

Type Sherds 

Bones 

Worked Bone 

Shell, Beads, Jewelry 

General Condition 

Estimate of Numbers 

Approximately 255 

Approx. 5 

618 counted 

Approx. 200 

Approx. 50 

Approx. 60 to 100 bags 

46 Boxes of Skeletal 

Material 

Uncertain 

Uncertain 

The collection stored in the Fisher Library rooms appears to 

consist mainly of ceramics, coins, glass, and small objects 

of shell, metal, and stone. While treated in the field, the 

collection as a whole has not received follow-up attention 

in Sydney. 

The chief problems observed were in the deterioration of some 

of the metals, especially the coins, which seemed to be suffering 

active corrosion, and also in the very fragile state of the 
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surface layers of some of the glass objects. In addition,many 

of the ceramic pieces may be evidencing salt problems, besides 

needing reconstruction. 

Specific Recommendations by Type of Material for 

Treatment and storage 

Coins 

There is a large collection of coins. At present each coin has 

been placed with a paper label {carrying its identification) 

in a plastic self-sealing bag. These bags are grouped, and placed 

in a larger plastic bag, with loose Silica Gel (self-indicating). 

All of these medium sized bags are then placed in a large bag. 

Most of the bags have notes within them saying what had been 

done to each group (mostly "cleaned but not stabilized" or 

"not cleaned, not stabilized11
). Most of the coins do not appear 

to have been cleaned, and many appear to have active corrosion. 

(Copper based coins predominate, and on these, areas of active 

corrosion are visible to the unaided eye.) 

The present system of storage, while correct in accurately 

identifying the coins and in the use of Silica Gel to keep the 

coins as dry as possible, has several drawbacks. The packing 

of the coins into bags assumes that the coins are strong, and can 

stand the pressure of packing. However, badly corroded metal is 

very weak, and can easily be snapped in two by pressure. Also, 

the system of using loose Silica Gel means that each bag must 

be emptied of Silica Gel when the Silica Gel is exhausted and 

needs replacement. This necessitates extensive handling of the 

coins. 

Recommendations for the Treatment and Storage of the Coins 

Each coin should be examined, and be individually treated. 

When it has been (as necessary) cleaned and stabilized, it 

should be placed into a small plastic bag (punched with holes 

for ventilation, and left open at the top, if possible) with 
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given to improving their storage, chiefly by providing boxes and 

padding for the small stone jars, and padding for the stone 

tools (as stone may abrade if left on the bare metal shelving 

or within unpadded trays). 

Organic Remains, Including Bone 

A small collection of bones was examined. (Housed within the 

Fisher Stacks storage rooms.) These appeared to have been 

treated in the field with a cellulose nitrate adhesive or 

consolidant, or perhaps with Paraloid B72. They appeared stable. 

However, they were resting in a sorting tray which could esily 

have been upset. A more permanent system of storage might be 

considered, using a system of padded, lidded, boxes, with 

divider trays. 

Organic remains held within the small stone box were inspected. 

They appeared to be dry, and to be unaffected by fungi or any 

other agents of biodeterioration. 

The collection of bones housed in the Anthropology Laboratory, 

City Road, were not examined at this time. 

Ceramics 

Most of the ceramics examined appeared to be unglazed, low-fired, 

earthernware or stoneware. They were whole vessels, partially 

reassembled vessels, restorable ceramics, and type sherds. The 

major problems which were observed were the possibility of salt 

effloreience upon some of the ceramics, the problems caused by 

incorrect assembly of some of the pots (there were some instances 



of pots partially assembled with locked out pieces, which will 

have to be reassembled), and the volume of assembly work yet 

to be done. 

f It will be most important for the Curator/ Archaeologist to be 

able to give the Conservator direction as to the priorities 

for the reassembly of the ceramics, i.e. what is important for 

both display and for archaeological (study) needs. 

Shells, Beads, Jewelry 
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There are many small items which can loosely fit into this 

category. Most of these objects need to be considered on an 

individual basis, and so it is difficult to generalize about their 

needs at this stage. However, in my preliminary examination I 

have found that some of the small objects need urgent attention 

(for instance, a set of ceramic beads where the glaze is deterior

ating and flaking badly). In addition, these small items will 

need careful attention as to boxing and packing for long term 

storage. 

Storage Conditions and Recommendations 

The present storage rooms used for the Pella Collection are 

air conditioned, have sealed (painted} walls, carpets, and 

metal shelving. The total shelving space at present used for 

the collection is approximately 100 M. This space at present 

appears quite adequate, though it could be better utilized through 

the addition of more boxes, trays, dividers, etc. There is also 

space available for further shelving to be erected within the 

room. In addition, the rooms are equipped with adequate shelves, 

cabinets, etc., for records associated with the finds, as well 

as work tables and chairs. 

The objects are arranged on the shelves,not currently in a 

systematic order, though a program is currently being worked out 

for the ordering of the collection by the research assistant 

responsible for the collection. Many of the objects are not in 
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containers (boxes or trays), and could be easily either knocked 

or rolled off the shelves. 

The air conditioning appears to be set to the general library 

air conditioning system. There does not, at present, appear to 

be any system for measuring the temperature or relative humidity 

in the storage. areas. 

Recommendations for Storage of the Collection 

l. Advice be sought by the Conservator from the building 

manager as to the temperature and relative humidity levels 

of the air conditioning system, time of operation, and the 

possibility of separate controls for our storage rooms. 

2. Monitoring of the temperature and relative humidity levels 

of the storage areas should be carried out using two portable 

thermohygrographs. 

3. Improvements can be made gradually in the storage of the 

objects through the provision of more storage boxes, custom 

made boxes when necessary, padding, trays, labeling, etc. 

These improvements can be made by the Conservator as items are 

treated and returned to storage, and by the research assistant 

as the objects are organized for study. 

Conservation Treatment Policy 

Before any conservation treatment is given to the objects in the 

collection a conservation treatment policy needs to be formulated 

and agreed upon by the Archaeological Director/Curator of the 

collection and the conservator(s) undertaking the work. 

A generally accepted policy for archaeological conservation is 

to do only what is necessary to stabilize the object and to 

prepare it for artifact analysis/study. The following points 

could be considered as typical recommendations for the treatment 

of archaeological materials. 
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1. If the object is unstable, it should be given the emergency 

treatment necessary to stabilize the object. 

2. The object should be cleaned of surface dirt and/or encrustations 

when the Conservator and the Curator feel that this is a 

f reasonable course of action. 

3. The object should be repaired when this is judged to be 

necessary to give the idea of its original shape and in order 

to prevent pieces from being lost. 

4. Treatment, in general, should be limited to that necessary for 

the conservation of the object. Restoration should only be done 

when needed for display requirements. If restoration is done, it 

should be done in such a manner as to be distinguishable from 

the original. 

5. Specific treatments for individual items, along with the 

reasons for the treatments, should be given to the Curator by the 

Conservator, and a decision upon proposed treatments made by 

both acting together, before treatment commences. 

Program Recommendations 

A co-ordinated conservation program for the Pella Collection 

can be undertaken through a systematic survey of the collection, 

through the provision of improved storage conditions, and 

through the conservation treatment of items identified as needing 

emergency treatment for stabilization, as well as items needing 

conservation and/or restoration for display. 



Conservation Treatment Philosophy 

Overall Philosophy and Methodology 

Conservation Philosophy 

The conservation philosophy followed has been based upon an 

understanding of the requirements for the conservation of 

archaeological objects. Thus, treatment has been largely 

confined to that necessary to achieve the following: 

1) Clean the object to a point where identification is possible 

(or the required information is obtained). 

2) Stabilize objects which are unstable, i.e. where treatment 

is absolutely necessary in order to retain the object's shape 

and surface. 

Archaeological finds - artifacts and other materials - are 
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primarily regarded as sources of information for the archaeological 

record/history of the site. Therefore, the least interference 

possible is required by the archaeologist to the original materials, 

in order that a true reading of the record can be made. After the 

artifacts have ·been analysed and fully recorded (including scientific 

testing and the recording of those results), then the artifacts 

may be used. for other purposes, i.e. museum display or for 

teaching, where it may be desirable for them to undergo some 

further conservation/restoration to show the original shape of the 

artifact, or for other technical or aesthetic reasons. If this 

is done, however, it should honestly differentiate between the 

original and the restoration. 

The Conservation Treatment Polioy stated iri my report "The 

Archaeological Collection From Pella, Jordan", February 1984, 
was approved by Dr. Anthony McNicoll and Mrs. Patricia Johnson 

before treatment of materials for the Pella project commenced. 

The policy was later approved by Mrs. Ilsa King for the Australian 

National Gallery, Canberra. 



Mrs. King wished all conservation work on the Australian 

National Gallery material to be directed towards its stabiliz

ation, not towards restoration, therefore she also made the 

proviso that ceramics for the Australian National Gallery be 

.. gap-filled only when necessary for their structural stability. 

The above conservation philosophy is one to which I personally 

subscribe, and one which is most appropriate for the treatment 

of artifacts whose primary purpose will be for research and 

teaching. However, there is a school of thought among both 

curators and conservators which approves of a more complete 

restoration of archaeological objects, particularly for museum 

display. It is an approach which looks upon artifacts not only 

for their informational value, but also for their aesthetic 

appeal, and so wishes them to appear as complete and pleasing 

as possible. 

Although a conservator may not be in philosophical agreement 

with the above approach, nevertheless, a conservator may be 

asked to restore an object for display by either a curator or 
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a client who does follow this approach. Therefore, a conservator 

should be able to produce a complete restoration of an object, 

if called upon to do so. 

It was the wish of my supervisor, Mrs. Johnson, that I acquire 

these skills, and that I be able to produce works which were 

restored to display standards, as part of my Internship. 

As it was not possible for me to do restoration work on artifacts 

from the Pella Collection which had been designated for the 

Australian National Gallery, due to the agreements entered into 

between Mrs. King as the Gallery's representative, Dr. McNicoll, 

and myself, it was decided by•Professor Hennessy, Dr. McNicoll, 

Mrs. Johnson, and myself that I treat artifacts from the collections 

of the Nicholson Museum and the University of Sydney which needed 

restoration. This work will be described in a special section 

(Artifacts from the Nicholson Museum of Antiquities and the 

University of Sydney) following the reports on the Pella Collection. 



Methodology 

Appropriate treatments for general classes of objects were 

; discussed with Dr. McNicoll and Mrs. Johnson, and agreement , 

was obtained before treatments were attempted, i.e. general 

methods to be used for ceramic cleaning, for ceramic repair, 

for corroding small bronzes, and for flaking glass. Procedures 

for treatment followed, in formula and methodology, the procedures 

used for archaeological objects at the British Museum and the 

Institute of Archaeology, London University, as these procedures 

are followed at the Nicholson Museum. They have been found, after 

years of experience and refinement, to be most appropriate for 

archaeological objects. 

During the initial examination of an object a treatment card {Fig. 19 

fs -a sample card) from the Nicholson Museum was filled out, and 

a treatment proposal written out on the card. If there was any 

question or problem with the treatment, the proposal was shown 

to Mrs. Johnson and/or to Dr. McNicoll before commencement of 

treatment. (If there was a curatorial or an aesthetic question then 

Dr. McNicoll was consulted, if it was a technical question on 

conservation treatment, then Mrs. Johnson was consulted.) 

The object was then photographed, treated, and photographed after 

treatment. In some cases objects were also photographed at different 

stages of treatment, to illustrate or record interesting stages 

of treatment. 

After conservation treatment was finished, the objects were 

returned to the Pella room, suitably packed (which often included 

boxing in individual boxes), and reports were completed on the 

Conservation Treatment Card (an example of which is included as 

Figure 19) and, where Australian National Gallery objects were 

concerned, also on the ANG Catalogue Worksheet 2 (an example of 

which is included as Figure 20). 



its identification. The bags should be placed into a compart

mented box. The box should then be packed with Silica Gel 

(if preconditioned Silica Gel can be used, then preconditioned 

to 35-55 % Relative Humidity) and sealed. 

Metal Objects, Other than Coins 

There are other metal objects in the collection which require 

treatment. Probably the highest priority should be given to 

some of these objects, as they are at present undergoing rapid 

deterioration. One of these objects is a copper-based hanging 

lamp. 

Glass 

The condition of the glass objects in the collection varies 

greatly. Some pieces are in perfectly stable conditi~n, while 

other pieces are too delicate to handle and require extensive 

conservation treatments. 

A major conservation consideration will be the provision of 

adequate boxes and packing for the glass collection, which, 

though at present packed in cardboard boxes with some padding, 

will need further boxing in order to make handling safer and 

in order to make access to specific pieces easier. 
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Without having made a detailed examination of the glass objects, 

it is not possible to say how many objects need treatment. 

However, some objects examined needed repair work, some needed 

surface consolidation, and others may need as extensive a 

consolidation treatment as is possible . 

Stone 

The collection of stone objects appears to consist of small 

stone jars, a small stone box with organic remains, some stone 

tools, and a collecti on of flints. Most of these objects appear 

to be in a stable condit i on. However, some attention could be 
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given to improving their storage, chiefly by providing boxes and 

padding for the small stone jars, and padding for the stone 

tools (as stone may abrade if left on the bare metal shelving 

or within unpadded trays). 

Organic Remains, Including Bone 

A small collection of bones was examined. {Housed within the 

Fisher Stacks storage rooms.) These appeared to have been 

treated in the field with a cellulose nitrate adhesive or 

consolidant, or perhaps with Paraloid B72. They appeared stable. 

However, they were resting in a sorting tray which could esily 

have been upset. A more permanent system of storage might be 

considered, using a system of padded, lidded, boxes, with 

divider trays. 

Organic remains held within the small stone box were inspected. 

They appeared to be dry, and to be unaffected by fungi or any 

other agents of biodeterioration. 

The collection of bones housed in the Anthropology Laboratory, 

City Road, were not examined at this time . 

Ceramics 

Most of the ceramics examined appeared to be unglazed, low-fired, 

earthernware or stoneware. They were whole vessels, partially 

reassembled vessels, restorable ceramics, and type sherds. The 

major problems wf¥ich were observed were the possibility of salt 

effloreience upon some of the ceramics, the problems caused by 

incorrect assembly of some of the pots (there were some instances 



of pots partially assembled with locked out pieces, which will 

have to be reassembled), and the volume of assembly work yet 

to be done. 

It will be most important for the Curator/Archaeologist to be 

able to give the Conservator direction as to the priorities 

for the reassembly of the ceramics, i.e. what is important for 

both display and for archaeological (study) needs. 

Shells, Beads, Jewelry 
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There are many small items which can loosely fit into this 

category. Most of these objects need to be considered on an 

individual basis, and so it is difficult to generalize about their 

needs at this stage. However, in my preliminary examination I 

have found that some of the small objects need urgent attention 

(for instance, a set of ceramic beads where the glaze is deterior

ating and flaking badly). In addition, these small items will 

need careful attention as to boxing and packing for long term 

storage . 

storage Conditions and Recommendations 

The present storage rooms used for the Pella Collection are 

air conditioned, have sealed (painted) walls, carpets, and 

metal shelving. The total shelving space at present used for 

the collection is approximately 100 M. This space at present 

appears quite adequate, though it could be better utilized through 

the addition of more boxes, trays, dividers, etc. There is also 

space available for further shelving to be erected within the 

room. In addition, the rooms are equipped with adequate shelves , 

cabinets, etc., for records associated with the finds, as well 

as work tables and chairs. 

The objects are arranged on the shelves,not currently in a 

systematic order, though a program is currently being worked out 

for the ordering of the collection by the research assistant 

responsible for the collection. Many of the objects are not in 
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containers (boxes or trays), and could be easily either knocked 

or rolled off the shelves. 

The air conditioning appears to be set to the general library 

air conditioning system. There does not, at present, appear to 

be any system for measuring the temperature or relative humidity 

in the storage areas. 

Recommendations for Storage of the Collection 

1. Advice be sought by the Conservator from the building 

manager as to the temperature and rela.tive humidity levels 

of the air conditioning system, time of operation, and the 

possibility of separate controls for our storage rooms. 

2. Monitoring of the temperature and relative humidity levels 

of the storage areas should be carried out using two portable 

thermohygrographs. 

3. Improvements can be made gradually in the storage of the 

objects through the provision of more storage boxes, custom 

made boxes when necessary, padding, trays, labeling, etc. 

These improvements can be made by the Conservator as items are 

treated and returned to storage, and by the research assistant 

as the objects are organized for study. 

Conservation Treatment Policy 

Before any conservation treatment is given to the objects in the 

collection a conservation treatment policy needs to be formulated 

and agreed upon by the Archaeological Director/Curator of the 

collection and the conservator(s) undertaking the work. 

A generally accepted policy for archaeological conservation is 

to do only what is necessary to stabilize the object and to 

prepare it for artifact analysis/study. The following points 

could be considered as typical recommendations for the treatment 

of archaeological materials. 
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1. If the object is unstable, it should be given the emergency 

treatment necessary to stabilize the object. 

2. The object should be cleaned of surface dirt and/or encrustations 

when the Conservator and the Curator feel that this is a 

reasonable course of action. 

3. The object should be repaired when this is judged to be 

necessary to give the idea of its original shape and in order 

to prevent pieces from being lost. 

4. Treatment, in general, should be limited to that necessary for 

the conservation of the object. Restoration should only be done 

when needed for display requirements. If restoration is done, it 

should be done in such a manner as to be distinguishable from 

the original. 

5. Specific treatments for individual items, along with the 

reasons for the treatments, should be given to the Curator by the 

Conservator, and a decision upon proposed treatments made by 

both acting together, before treatment commences. 

Program Recommendations 

A co-ordinated conservation program for the Pella Collection 

can be undertaken through a systematic survey of the collection, 

through the provision of improved storage conditions, and 

through the conservation treatment of items identified as needing 

emergency treatment for stabilization, as well as items needing 

conservation and/or restoration for display. 



Conservation Treatment Philosophy 

Overall Philosophy and Methodology 

Conservation Philosophy 

The conservation philosophy followed has been based upon an 

understanding of the requirements for the conservation of 

archaeological objects. Thus, treatment has been largely 

confined to that necessary to achieve the following: 

1) Clean the object to a point where identification is possible 

(or the required information is obtained). 

2) Stabilize objects which are unstable, i.e. where treatment 

is absolutely necessary in order to retain the object's shape 

and surface. 

Archaeological finds - artifacts and other materials - are 
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primarily regarded as sources of information for the archaeological 

record/history of the site. Therefore, the least interference 

possible is required by the archaeologist to the original materials, 

in order that a true reading of the record can be made. After the 

artifacts have been analysed and fully recorded (including scientific 

testing and the recording of those results), then the artifacts 

may be used for other purposes, i.e. museum display or for 

teaching, where it may be desirable for them to undergo some 

further conservation/restoration to show the original shape of the 

artifact, or for other technical or aesthetic reasons. If this 

is done, however, it should honestly differentiate between the 

original and the restoration. 

The Conservation Treatment Policy stated in my report "The 

Archaeological Collection From Pella, Jordan", February 1984, 

was approved by Dr. Anthony McNicoll and Mrs. Patricia Johnson 

before treatment of materials for the Pella project commenced. 

The policy was later approved by Mrs. Ilsa King for the Australian 

National Gallery, Canberra. 



Mrs. King wished all conservation work on the Australian 

National Gallery material to be directed towards its stabiliz

ation, not towards restoration, therefore she also made the 

proviso that ceramics for the Australian National Gallery be 

gap-filled only when necessary for their structural stability. 

The above conservation philosophy is one to which I personally 

subscribe, and one which is most appropriate for the treatment 

of artifacts whose primary purpose will be for research and 

teaching. However, there is a school of thought among both 

curators and conservators which approves of a more complete 

restoration of archaeological objects, particularly for museum 

display. It is an approach which looks upon artifacts not only 

for their informational value, but also for their aesthetic 

appeal, and so wishes them to appear as complete and pleasing 

as possible. 

Although a conservator may not be in philosophical agreement 

with the above approach, nevertheless, a conservator may be 

asked to restore an object for display by either a curator or 
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a client who does follow this approach. Therefore, a conservator 

should be able to produce a complete restoration of an object, 

if called upon to do so. 

It was the wish of my supervisor, Mrs. Johnson, that I acquire 

these skills, and that I be able to produce works which were 

restored to display standards, as part of my Internship. 

As it was not possible for me to do restoration work on artifacts 

from the Pella Collection which had been designated for the 

Australian National Gallery, due to the agreements entered into 

between Mrs. King as the Gallery's representative, Dr. McNicoll, 

and myself, it was decided by•Professor Hennessy, Dr. McNicoll, 

Mrs. Johnson, and myself that I treat artifacts from the collections 

of the Nicholson Museum and the University of Sydney which needed 

restoration. This work will be described in a special section 

(Artifacts from the Nicholson Museum of Antiquities and the 

University of Sydney) following the reports on the Pella Collection. 



Methodology 

Appropriate treatments for general classes of objects were 

discussed with Dr. McNicoll and Mrs. Johnson, and agreement 

was obtained before treatments were attempted, i.e. general 

methods to be used for ceramic cleaning, for ceramic repair, 

for corroding small bronzes, and for flaking glass. Procedures 
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for treatment followed, in formula and methodology, the procedures 

used for archaeological objects at the British Museum and the 

Institute of Archaeology, London University, as these procedures 

are followed at the Nicholson Museum. They have been found, after 

years of experience and refinement, to be most appropriate for 

archaeological objects. 

During the initial examination of an object a treatment card ( Fig. 19 

is a sample card) from the Nicholson Museum was filled out, and 

a treatment proposal written out on the card. If there was any 

question or problem with the treatment, the proposal was shown 

to Mrs. Johnson and/or to Dr. McNicoll before commencement of 

treatment. (If there was a curatorial or an aesthetic question then 

Dr. McNicoll was consulted, if it was a technical question on 

conservation treatment, then Mrs. Johnson was consulted.) 

The object was then photographed, treated, and photographed after 

treatment. In some cases objects were also photographed at different 

stages of treatment, to illustrate or record interesting stages 

of treatment. 

After conservation treatment was finished, the objects were 

returned to the Pella room, suitably packed (which often included 

boxing in individual boxes), and reports were completed on the 

Conservation Treatment Card (an example of which is included as 

Figure 19) and, where Australian National Gallery objects were 

concerned, also on the ANG Catalogue Worksheet 2 (an example of 

which is included as Figure 20). 
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Fig. 19. Conservation Treatment Card. This card is used at 

the Conservation Laboratory of the Nicholson Museum of Antiquities, 

and was used for recording treatments of all of the objects 

treated by the author during this Internship. 
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Fig. 20. Australian National Gallery. Catalogue Worksheet 2. 
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During the latter half of 1984 the Pella Project purchased 

MINARK, a computer software program designed for use with 

archaeological data,/for site recording. Provision was made 

during the purchase of MINARK, through discussions with Dr. Ian 

Johnson, the author of MINARK, for the formation of categories 

for Conservation Examination and Treatment information within 

the program for the Pella Project. 

It was hoped that our categories could be made with the 

assistance of the National Library's Conservation Laboratory, 

which has been devising a program for the computerization of 

conservation information. However, upon my enquiry I found that 
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the National Library has not yet finished their program, and can 

not yet make it available to other Australian institutions. There

fore, I was obliged to go ahead with our own program, and to 

formulate a short list of categories for recording the conservation 

examination and treatment information for the Pella artifacts. 

This list of categories will be used for the future recording 

of conservation information for the Pella Project, beginning with 

the 1984/85 season, while it is hoped that all past records can 

eventually also be entered into the system. The list is capable 

of expansion and/or revision, as users of the MINARK program find 

appropriate . 

Photography followed the Nicholson Museum practice of using 

Ecktachrome Professional 160 ASA Colour Transparencies for the 

recording of most objects. There were several reasons for this 

choice. 

1) A colour record was needed for recording the colour of the 

objects, as the colour of the Pella objects was an importan~ 

consideration, and any colour changes during treatment needed to 

be recorded. 

2) Most of the objects had already been photographed in black and 

white upon excavation in Jordan. This provided a permanent record 

of the object, as excavated, and therefore I did not need to be 

concerned with creating a permanent record for archaeological 

study. 

3) Consideration of cost (slide film and development being less 

expensive that print film and development) led me to use slide film. 



4) The lighting of the Nicholson Museum Conservation Laboratory 

photographic area had been designed for the use of Ecktachrome 

160 ASA, and as it would be most economical of time and effort 

for me to use the Nicholson Museum's photographic lights, it 

was therefore more economical to use the colour slide film most 

compatable with their lighting system. 

Some black and white photography was also done using Ilford FP4 

film and Kodak Panatomio film, in addition to the colour 

transparencies. This was generally done when photographs were 

needed ( of the repaired/cleaned/stabilized object) for publication 

by the Pella Project, and it was convenient for both conservation 

and publication photography to be done at the same time. 

Almost all of the object photography was done by myself, using 

my own camera, either within the Nicholson Museum Conservation 

Laboratory or, on rare occasions, within the Pella room. The 

exceptions to this were 1) photographs of coins and other very 

small objects taken by Jon Hosking ( upon special arrangement ) 

in the Department of Archaeology Photographic Studio, as my 

camera equipment was unequal to the demands of the photography 

of such small objects with enough detail, and as photographs for 

publication could be taken by Jon at the same time, and also 

2) before treatment photographs of Nicholson Museum objects, which 

were photographed by Mrs. Pat Johnson. 

Photography was done using the same black cloth background and 

lighting system whenever possible, to allow for comparison 

of "before" and "after" photographs. Photography of coins and 

small objects was done on a light box, to obtain even lighting 

and to aid in recording fine detail. A metric and inches scale 

was used within "before" photographs, and where it was judged 

appropriate. For the small photographs taken upon the light box 

a special metric metal scale used for Archaeology Departmental 

photography was used within the photographs. Lettering and labels 

were used within photographs, to show the Pella Registration 

Number, and whether the shot was Before Treatment (BT), During 

Treatment (DT), or After Treatment (AT). Other information was 

also given, as was judged appropriate. 
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Constraints Upon Photography 

The process of photographing objects before and after conservation 

treatment at the Nicholson Museum Laboratory during this intern

ship was limited by the following constraints. 

1. I was not allowed to use the facilities of the Department of 

Archaeology photographic laboratory, or any of their equipment, 

except for one photographic session when the Pella objects were 

to be photographed for recording/publication as well as conservation 

documentation. On that occasion I did not do any of the photography, 

but was only present with the objects. 

2. My own equipment does not include macro lenses or any other 

equipment necessary for the photography of small objects. Therefore 

I was not able to photograph the smaller objects at close range, 

and to gain as clear a record of them as I would h.ave wished. 

3. While I was allowed to use the photographic area at the 

Nicholson Museum Laboratory, the lighting provided at the Laboratory 

proved difficult to regulate and direct, and was especially 

inappropriate for the highly reflective materials, such as glass 

and the metals. My experience with these materials outside of 

this internship has shown that better photographic results can 

be gained {better than I was able to obtain using the Nicholson 

lighting system) through either the use of natural lighting or 

a system for using diffused lights. 

4. I had no facilities for developing my own photographs, so 

all development and printing was done commercially, giving me 

no control over these areas of the photographic work. Many of 

the photographs, therefore, could have been cropped, enlarged, 

etc., to show details to more effect if I had been able to do the 

developing and printing myself. 

5. The system of using colour transparencies, and copy prints 

for illustration, has meant that many of the photographs, being 

second-generation, are not as clear as the original colour transp

arencies. 

6. Although a photographic record book was kept, with records of 

each exposure) taken in order to identify each object and record 

photographic details, further attention to the quality of colour 

justification {through the use of test exposures at the beginning 
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of each film) would have improved the quality of the photography. 
1rhis, however, is not at present a part of the Nicholson Museum 

Laboratory's system. 



Responsibility for Treatments and Reports 

The treatment of Pella objects by myself generally proceeded 

independently, once approval for treatment had been given and 

the general course of treatment approved. However, if I had 

any questions during the treatment I consulted Mrs. Johnson 

before proceeding with the treatment. The completed work was 

checked by Mrs. Johnson, and any work which was not considered 

of a suitable standard was re-done. 

Progress reports on the project were compiled on a bi-monthly 

basis for Dr. McNicoll and the Australian National Gallery 

(see Appendix A), with a final report consisting of copies of 

all treatment reports, and a summary of work done, made for 

the Australian National Gallery. 

For this Internship Report, which follows a different format 

from my reports to the Department of Archaeology and the Australian 

National Gallery, and which is intended to convey information 

on the project from a different perspective, it is more appropriate 

to include a selection of treatment reports, grouped by type of 

material. Representative reports have been chosen, in order to 

present a picture of the type of conservation work done, without 

repeating unnecessary paperwork. Each group of reports is 

preceded by a discussion of the chara,cteristics of the artifacts 

treated and the treatment methods chosen. 
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Ceramics 

The c.eramics recovered from Pella are largely unglazed low fired 

vessels. The ceramics treated can be roughly grouped into the 

following categories; 

1. Unglazed, with no slip, coarse ware. Brown in colour. 

2. Slip decorated, coarse ware. Brown, pink/buff, and red 

in colour. 

3."Chocolate on White II ceramics. A style of decoration, using 

a white ground and a brown to brown/red painted design incorporating 

lines and stylized design patterns. The paint has been applied 

over the brown, coarse ware. It is not glazed. It may be of local 

manufacture (Professor Basil Hennessy, personal communication,1984) 

4. White slip, fine ware. Often there is a distinctive temper of 

a grey colour, with the outer layer merging into brown. 

All ceramic terms used in the above categories, and in the following 

section on ceramics, are those used by the Department of Archaeology, 

the University of Sydney, (Middle Eastern section), and are 

found in use in McNicoll, et. al. 1982. 

Special Conservation Problems 

The ceramics from Pella tended to show problems caused by salts 

which had entered the fabric of the ceramics during their long 

burial in the deposit. This is a common problem in archaeological 

ceramics, particularly in Middle Eastern ceramics, where generally 

the problem is caused by sodium chloride, and sometimes other 

soluble salts, in the soil (Dowman 1970:28-30, and also 

Mrs. Patricia Johnson, personal communication). 

Examples of the effects of salts are found in the following 

treatment reports, particularly in Registration Numbers 72384 

(Figures 22,23,24 and 25), 72230 (Figures 26 and 27), and the 

pot labeled P731, as this was the only number remaining on the 

surface, the Registration Number having been lost with the 

original surface (Figures 29, 30 and 31). P731 was the most 

drastic example of the effects of salts on ceramics in the 

collection. 



A photograph of the pot (P731 - Figures Nos. 29 and 30) taken 

immediately after excavation showed a complete pot, with neck, 

rim, and handles. When brought to my attention by Miss Leah 

McKenzie, the Pella Research Assistant, the pot was minus rim, 

neck, handles, and part of its body. The rest of the body had 

been repeatedly mended using what appeared to be a cellulose 

nitrate adhesive, and the surface was rapidly exfoliating away. 

A pool of powder rested inside the pot. Other pots showed signs 

of salts, though not in that advanced a state of decay: either 

in large white crystals, adhering to the pot, or as fine light 

or dark •1stain-like st patches on the surface. 

It is generally concluded that the salts enter the fabric of 
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the pot in solution (with the rain or ground waters), and remain 

undisturbed until excavation changes the environmental conditions 

around the ceramic. With changes in temperature and relative 

humidity, the salts are carried along with the moisture in the 

ceramic. If the ceramic dries out, then moisture is carried 

to the surface, the salts crystalize upon drying, and in the 

process take up an increased space within the ceramic fabric, 

generally causing the surface of the ceramic to deteriorate. 

An example of salts causing this damage in Pella ceramics is 

illustrated in Figures Nos. 22-25. A crust or "stain-like" surface 

may also form on top of the surface of the ceramic. This is 

illustrated in Figures Nos. 26 and 27. 

However, some of the pots from Pella showed a different pattern 

of salt crystalization. There were large areas of crystals only 

within the pot, not on the outside surfaces of the pots. It may 

be that these pots (see Figures Nos. 52 and 53 and the Treatment 

Report for Registration No. 72420 in the section of Ceramics 

Reports) once held food or other salt rich contents, and that 

after the contents of the pot decomposed the salts remained 

within the pot. 

The other type of "stain-like" patches which showed themselves 

on some pots appeared to be mould/fungi/mildew which grew due 

to either transport conditions (much of the Tomb 62 - 1983/84 

material appeared to have been packed wet, and dirty, into 

sealed plastic bags) or by the humid conditions in Sydney. The 



drastic change in relative humidity which the Pella artifacts 

undergo during their transport from Jordan, with its dry 
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climate (the Jordan Valley has been described as a Desert climate 

in the Northern section, see Amiran 1970: PIV/3, and both 

are very dry climates compared to Sydney) to the humidity of 

Sydney (approximately 55-85 RH is the normal RH variation in 

Sydney, based upon my experience monitoring conditions on 

several sites in Sydney over the past two years) has contributed 

to the damage caused to the artifacts by salts (movement caused 

by changes in the RH of the environment). The drastic change 

in relative humidity also contributes to other conservation 

problems, most particularly to the problem of "bronze disease" 

among the copper based metals. This will be discussed in the 

section on metals conservation. 

A large number of the pots recovered from Pella are recovered 

in pieces, and so needed reconstruction in order to show their 

original shape. Many, even when reconstructed, are not whole. 

Some of the painted ceramics are also minus sections of decorat

ion, the fragile paint either being lost during burial, or lost 

through washing after excavation. 

Conservation Treatments 

Treatments carried out on Pella ceramics during this project 

can be divided into two basic categories 

1. Emergency treatment of 1983/84 Excavation Season material 

upon its arrival in Sydney. This was confined to an examination 

of all ceramics upon unpacking, and the washing and disinfecting 

of ceramics which showed signs of active fungi. 

2. Conservation treatment of ceramics for study or display. 

This might have involved cleaning, desalination, reconstruction 

of ceramics, and, when structurally necessary, gap-filling of 

ceramics which appeared to be either of superior quality, or 

of a representative type. 



Discussion of Treatments 

The ceramics which needed washing and disinfecting were 

identified by visual examination, there usually being 

patches of white or dark fungi on the dirty surface of the 

ceramic and upon the paper tags within the plastic bags (see 

Figure No. 21 for a photograph of fungi upon the paper tags 

from 1983/84 ceramic bags containing active fungi). Usually the 

tags were the quickest and clearest indication of the presence 

of active fungi within the bag. 

The ceramics were first examined, the tag information copied 
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onto a Conservation Treatment Card, then the tag and the original 

bag (if both were infected with fungi), disposed of (inside of 

a plastic garbage bag). The pot's surface decoration was tested 

for water solubility, then, if possible, washed under a running 

tap. During this procedure, and also during the disinfecting 

process, a pair of plastic gloves and a respirator were worn 

by myself for protection against the inhalation of fungi spores. 

The ceramics were immersed in a dilute solution (1:5000 dilution) 

of 11Panacide11 , a Dichlorophen. "Panacide" was used as it was 

a liquid fungicide, and so could be used to disinfect the ceramics 

as part of the cleaning/washing process. There was not enough 

space available in the laboratory or the Pella Room, or adequate 

ventilation in those areas, to allow the use of a fungicide 

such as Thymol, which acts as a vapour. 0 Panacide" is a general 

purpose fungicide, and was recommended for use with archaeological 

objects by David Leigh in First Aid for Finds (Leigh 1978:20). 

After immersion in the fungicide (in a covered container), the 

ceramics were immersed in large tubs of tap water, and then 

dried within the drying cabinet, or air dried. 

Some of the ceramics so treated also appeared to have salt 

problems. Their treatment was undertaken according to the 

desalination process followed at the Nicholson Museum Laboratory. 

They were soaked in daily changes of tap water for four days, 

and then in tap/distilled water for a further day. This may not 

have been sufficient time to completely remove all of the salts 
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Ceramics 

Fig. 21. Emergency treatment of ceramics from Pella 1983/84 

excavations was necessitated by the growth of fungi in 

unwashed ceramics and upon the paper tags placed in the 

sealed plastic bags with the ceramics. The following photograph 

by the author illustrates the problem. 

,UM\ 
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from the pottery treated, however, the volume of pottery 

to be treated at that time made it difficult to continue 

the treatment any further. Before the salt affected pottery 

was dried, in order to test for the reappearance of salt efflores

cence, a sample sherd from each pot was dried in the drying 

oven. If the sherd showed signs of salts upon drying, or began 

to flake the sherd was immersed in water, and the treatment of 

the ceramic continued for another week, or until the pottery 

showed no further signs of salts. 

The above treatment was used at the Nicholson Museum, and was 

recommended for my work within the laboratory. However, upon 

reflection, other treatments may have been used. Judith Larney, 

in her book Restoring Ceramics, discusses the treatment of 

ceramics with flaking glazes due to the presence within the 

ceramics of salts. She recommends that the ceramic be slowly 

immersed in de-ionized or distilled water, and soaked in the 

water (changed every d~y), until all salts are removed. The 

presence of salts is checked for by evaporating off the water 

from the desalination process in a small container, and observing 

as to whether any salts left in the bottom of the container. 

She recommends that when a ceramic is judged to be salt free, 

then it be air dried. Oven drying is not recommended for any 

ceramic which has been desalinated,(as some salts may still 

remain, and cause flaking of the surface). (Larney 1975: 66-67}. 

At other times, I have used the salt test using a silver nitrate 

solution recommended in Joukowsky (Joukowsky 1980: 260) in 

order to test for the presence of salts, both before and after 

desalination, and have found the test easy to administer and 

to be reliable. 

Also, the process of using small trays for soaking the ceramics, 

and the filling and refilling of these trays on a daily basis, 

with the consequent movement of the ceramics during treatment, 

may have at times been both labour intensive and have posed 

the possibility of some damage to the surfaces of the ceramics 

through friction in movement. A more sophisticated system could 

have been used in which the ceramics could have rested in a very 

large tray, through which water could have been slowly fed both 



into and outof, so that the ceramics would have remained 

stationary while the water was daily changed, or changed 

whenever the level of salts in the water had been checked, 

until the ceramics were completely free of salts. 

However, the space at the Nicholson Museum Laboratory available 

for the desalination of ceramics was so small as to prevent 

my setting up such a system, even upon a temporary basis. 
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The treatment of ceramics for salts in pottery other than the 

emergency treatment of Tomb 62 (1983/84 season) material followed 

the same general proceedure as outlined above. However, more 

time was taken to monitor the removal of salts, using the 

Conductivity Meter, and the ceramics were immersed in distilled 

water for more than one day. 

On the average, ceramics appeared to need a period of from 

five to ten days of soaking in daily changes of water ( at first 

tap water, then a 50/50 solution of tap and distilled water, 

and finally several days of distilled water) in order to remove 

most of their salts. Desalination was considered complete when 

daily readings of the conductivity of the water used for the 

ceramics (after their daily change) had shown a stabilization 

of levels. 

There does not appear to be an exact time period needed for 

completion of desalination of ceramics. Instead, it appears 

to be a case of each piece needing to be treated on its own 

merits. Some Greek vases with heavy bases have taken several 

months to be cleared of salts, while other pieces clear in 

several days (Patricia Johnson, personal communication, 1984). 

If ceramics showed areas of encrustations (salts or carbonates, 

sometimes mixed with silicates) the encrustations were removed 

manually, if possible, using a scalpel and other tools. A weak 

solution of Hydrochloric acid {HC1), sometimes 2%, but generally 



10 % to 20 % was sometimes used to remove the encrustation, 

and the ceramic was then soaked to remove both the acid and 

the soluble salts released by the acid. 

After ceramics were cleaned, they could be reconstructed. 

Sherds were joined using the most appropriate adhesive. 

The cellulose-nitrate adhesive "HMG11 , made by H. Marcel Guest 

Ltd. (Collyhurst, Manchester 9. England), was chosen as most 

appropriate for all of the ceramics in the Pella Collection, 

as it is not too rigid for use with the soft, low fired wares, 

and it is easily reversible in acetone. 

When I did need an adhesive/consolidant which would sink into 

the pores of a ceramic more effectively than HMG I considered 

the use of P-V.A. (Polyvinyl acetate, formula (-cH
2
-cH-) 

I n 
_OCOCH3 ) 

However, criticism of its ageing properties in the conservation 

literature lead me to consider instead the Acrylic Polymer 

Primal AC 235, which I have used for field conservation of 

ceramics and bone. Although it can serve the same purpose(s) 

as the previously widely used P.V.A. emulsion, its ageing 

properties are felt to be better than P.V.A., and testing to 

date has confirmed this (Koob 2984 :98-101, also personal 

communication 19 October 1983). 

The method of adhering the sherds varied, depending upon the 

shape of the ceramic and its centre of balance, but generally 

a pot was built up from its base (the other standard alternative 

being to start from its rim, if a base was absent or it that 

was the better way to balance the pot) , taking care not to 
11 lock out" pieces, i.e. leave out pieces or make it difficult 

to insert them after their neighbouring pieces had been adhered. 

One piece at a time was added to the pot, slowly building up the 

shape, and checking each piece to make certain that the fit was 

tight and that other pieces would still fit easily next to it. 



Gap-filling was done only when it was structurally necessary 

for the stability of the ceramic. It was achieved using ''Polyfilla", 

a, commercial brand of plaster filler, consisting of plaster of 

Paris with cellulose added to lessen shrinkage. The filling was 

either done onto a backing of adhesive tape or moulded Dental 

Wax, then allowed to dry and smoothed into shape using files, 

a scalpel, and fine sandpapers. Often several layers of filler 

were applied, with the final surface made more smooth and even 

through wet sanding {dampening the surface of the plaster or the 

sandpaper and then sanding, which raised less dust and seemed 

to make a harder, smoother surface than did dry sanding). 

Over the plaster a covering of acrylic paint {probably based on 

a methyl acrylate, CH2=CHC02cH
3 

), either exactly matching the 

surrounding ceramic or made to blend in tone with the ceramic, 

can be applied in order to both seal the plaster surface and in 

order to make the repair/restoration more aesthetically pleasing. 

(Brown 1975 :69) This was done for two of the ANG Pella ceramics, 

and for several of the University of Sydney Pella ceramics. 

However, upon the request of Mrs. King, Acting Head of the 

Conservation Department of the Australian National Gallery, other 

Pella ceramics were not in-painted after they were gap-filled. 

When in-painting was done, it was built up using several layers 

of paints, mixed to first give a basically pink (warm) or grey 

(cool) tone as a base 11 tone 11 , then a final layer, or layers, 

were added. The objective for the work on the Pella Collection 

was to make the final colour "inoffensive" to the eye. The 

paints used (acrylics) were reversable, in either water, initially, 

or later in either ethanol or acetone. If it is decided in the 

future to remove the paint it will be easy to remove from the 

ceramic, either manually with a flat scalpel, or chemically 

using acetone. 

Not all of the ceramics from the Pella Collection which needed 

reassembly were done, due to both the lack of time and also 

to the need to concentrate upon objects which needed emergency 



stabilization, most particularly the copper-based artifacts 

which were affected by "bronze disease". 

However, it was possible to complete the following ceramics 

Emergency washing and disinfection 

Conservation Treatments/including 

desalination, reassembly, gap-filling, 

and in-painting 

64 bags 

30 

66. 



Ceramics 

Reports/A Selection 





Ceramics 

Fig. 22. and Fig. 23. Jar. Reg. No. 72384. Before Conservation 

treatment. Photographs by the author. 

68. 

This jar shows the effects of salts upon ceramics. Large crystals 
have formed upon the surface, and are causing the surface of the 
jar to disintegrate. 



Ceramics 

Fig. 24 and Fig. 25. Jar. Reg. No. 72384. Before Conservation 

treatment. Detail of salt damage. Photographs by the author. 
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Ceramics 

Figures Nos . 26 and 27. Reg. No. 72230. Before conservation 

treatment. Photographs by the author. 

71. 



Ceramics 

Fig. No. 28. Reg. No. 72230. After conservation treatment. 

Photograph by the author. 
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P731. Treatment Report. continued. 
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Ceramics 

Figures Nos. 29 and 30. P731. Before conservation treatment. 

Photographs by the author. 
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Ceramics 

Fig. No. 31. P731. During conservation treatment. 

Photograph by the author. 
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Ceramics 

Figures Nos. 32 and 33. P731. After conservation treatment. 

Photographs by the author. 
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Ceramics 

Figures Nos. 34 and 35. Reg. No. 72226. Before conservation 

treatment. Photographs by the author. 



Ceramics 

Figures Nos. 36 and 37. Reg. No. 72226. During conservation 

treatment. Photographs by the author. 
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Ceramics 

Figures Nos. 38 and 39. Reg. No. 72226. After conservation 

treatment. Photographs by the author. 
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Ceramics 

Figures Nos. 40 and 41. Reg. No. 72417. During conservation 

treatment. Photographs by the author. 



Ceramics 

Figures Nos. 42 and 43. Reg. No. 72417. After conservation 

treatment. Photographs by the author. 
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~eramics 

Fig. No. 44. Reg. No. 72279• Before treatment. 

Fig. No. 45. Reg. No. 72279. During treatment. 



Ceramics 

Figures Nos. 46 and 47. Reg. No. 72279. After conservation 

treatment. Dec. 1984. Photographs by the author. 
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Ceramics 

Figures Nos. 48 and 49. Reg. No. 30041. Before conservation 

treatment. Photographs by the author. 



Ceramics 

Figures Nos. 50 and 51. Reg. No. 30041. After conservation 

treatment. 
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Ceramics 

Figures Nos. 52 and 53. Reg. No. 72420. Before conservation 

treatment. Photographs by the author. 



Ceramics 

Figures Nos. 54 and 55. Reg. No. 72420. After conservation 

treatment. Photographs by the author. 
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stone 
A Discussion of Treatments 

Most of the stone objects returned to Sydney from Pella 

were either flint tools, larger stones of various types 

used for grinding or other utilitarian tasks, and Alabaster 

or Calcite jars. There was also a single block of sculptured 

stone, which was sent to Sydney (its sister blocks remaining 

in Jordan). 

The condition of most of the stone objects was excellent. 

The flints, grinding stones, and the s culptural block appeared 

to be stable. One small stone, either a sharpening stone or 

a decorated stone whose s ignificance is unclear (Personal com

munication by Mr. Philip Edwards, 1984), showed signs of salts. 

This stone underwent a long desalination process in distilled 

water. ( See Figures Nos. 56 -58 and Treatment Report for Reg

istration No. 70047). 

The Alabaster and Calcite jars varied greatly in condition. 

Some were in perfect condition, whole and with a hard surface. 

Others were already disintegrating into powder upon their 

arrival in Sydney. 

Treatment of the Alabaster and Calcite jars using a stone 

consolidant was considered. The Silane stone consolida,nt -

T40149, a Trimethoxymethyl Silane - has been used by myself 

for the consolidation of soft sandstone , and it has been used 

by Mrs. Patricia Johnson for the consolidation of various 

types of stone sculpture, and also for the consolidation of 

ceramics, with great success. (For further details see "Silane 

Stone Consolidant T40149"). As long as its use is confined to 

stone which will be kept inside of a museum, and not subject to 

a cycle of wide temperature changes, no adverse affects to the 

stability of the surface of the stone should be expected. 

There is a substantial literature on its use, including information 

in Brommelle, et. al., eds . 1984. Therefore, if consolidation 

was attempted for the powdering Alabas ter and Calcite j ars, this 

consolidant would have been preferred. 
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However, when the stone jars were examined by myself, Mrs. King 

of the Australian National Gallery, and also by Mrs. Patricia 

Johnson, it was noticed th&t those jars which were whole and 

of aesthetic importance did not need any treatment, while 

most of the jars which needed consolidation had already almost 

disintegrated, and were, for most practical purposes, and 

certainly for display purposes, beyond redemption. Therefore, 

it was decided not to attempt treatment of the badly disintegrated 

stone at this time . 

Stone objects treated 1 



Stone 

Report 
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stone 

Figures Nos. 56 and 57. Reg. No. 70047. Before conservation 

treatment. Photographs by the author. 
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Stone 

Fig. No. 58. Reg. No. 70047. After conservation treatment. 

Photograph by the author. 





Glass 
A Discussion of Treatments 

The conservation of the Pella glass proved to be one of the 

most satisfying projects undertaken. It was urgently needed, 

and when completed was an unqualified success. 

The Pella glass is chiefly of Roman or Byzantine period, and 

has been recovered for the most part from Tombs of these periods. 

Some of the pieces are in a stable condition, whole and clear. 

However, a sizable portion of the collection has both changed 

colour and/or become cloudy and developed an unstable surface 

after excavation. 

Changes in the surface of glass after excavation is a common 

problem, with changes ranging from a simple change of colour, 

to an opalization of the surface col:our, to "cloudy" or black 

blotches, or layers, through to the complete disintegration of 

the surface into flakes, which fall off with any movement or 

pressure. The problem is generally thought to be caused by 

chemical changes brought about in the deposit. 

The effects differ remarkably, depending upon the chemical 

composition of the glass and the original manufacturing techniques 

employed to make the glass, and also upon the chemical composit

ion of the deposit in which the glass has been placed. In alkaline 

soils, like Pella's, the glass is affected by the leaching of 

alkalis from the glass by moisture movement. As a consequence 

the entire structure of the glass is weakened. Upon exposure to 

the outer atmosphere, with atmospheric changes, the glass becomes 

capable of rapid hydration and dehydration. This process under

mines the stability of the glass even further, and results in 

the separation of the glass into layers or flakes which can 

come off the surface with any pressure or movement. The process 

appears to be self-perpetuating. If not checked, a glass object 

can gradually deteriorate, its surfaces pealing off like the 

layers of an onion. 

It has been suggested by Dr. Ian MacLeod (Personal communication, 

1985) that a contributing factor in this process of deterioration 
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could be the presence of salts, carried into the structure of 

the glass by ground waters and acting in a manner similar to 

their action upon ceramics, as previously discussed. This 

possability is very important, as it would help to explain 

the self-perpetuating cycle of surface flaking observed on 

some of the Pella glass objects. Future research into this 

problem, with experiments in the"desalination" of Pella glass, 

may be a passable way of determining if the presence of salts 

within some of the Pella glass is contributing to its deterioration. 

However, the problem, and the challenge, at the beginning of 

the internship period was to stabilize the surfaces of the 

Pella glass which was in a fragile condition, before more of the 

surface was lost forever, and to do this with a material which 

would be colourless in itself, not change the surface appearance 

of the glass, be relatively stable (i.e. stable over a long 

period of time), and easily reversi_ble,- in case its stability 

broke down or in case a better treatment was found. 

After some consideration of the alternative materials and 

treatments available, such as Polyvinal Acetate, Primal Acrylic 

emulsions, cellulose nitrate based products, natural varnishes, 

and the various grades of 11Paraloid11 (acrylic co-polymers} lacquers, 

either applied with brushes or under vacuum, it was decided to 

test and, if found satisfactory to use, Paraloid B72 as a 

consolidant for the glass. 

This decision was made after discussion with Mrs. Patricia 

Johnson and after discussion with Miss Margaret O'Hea, who 

had a sound knowledge of the history of the Roman and Byzantine 

glass industry and manufacturing techniques, as well as some 

experience in handling and treating glass in the field. 

It was concluded that the best material available for the job 

was Paraloid B72, in terms of its proven stability and effect

iveness in the consolidation of fragile surfaces. It was also 

felt that it would be relatively safe for the operator and 

easily reversible if Acetone was used as the solvent/carrier 
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instead of Toluene. Toluene (methlybenzene, c6H
5

cH3 according 

to Aylward 1974: 78) has been used as a solvent by manufacturers 

(see Dowman 1970:68) but is more dangerous for the health of 

the conservator, especially in field conservation, than is 

Acetone (propanone, a ketone, cH3cocH
3 

according to Aylward 

1974: 94) 

It was envisioned that the system of treatment which we worked 

out in Sydney could be taken by Margaret to Pella, and used 

upon glass which might be discovered to be unstable immediately 

after excavation. Therefore the treatment used was designed to 

be one which would also be relatively safe under archaeological 

field conditions, as well as in the laboratory. 

Trials using Paraloid B72 in Acetone on fragments of weathered 

Roman glass gave very good results. As a further test, some 

of the fragments were heat aged (with added humidity) for a week, 

while other fragments from the same bottle were kept as a 

control. Upon the completion of this very short test the two 

sets of fragments were visably compaired, with no significant 

differences in visual appearance noted. The test was not 

designed as an experimental test to completely test the 

performance of Paraloid B72. Instead, it was viewed as a simple 

test of the effects of Paraloid B72 on the type of glass we 

were wishing to use it upon, and as a rough guide to its possible 

effectiveness. ( See Figures Nos. 62 - 65 and the Treatment 

Report for Registration Number 42646 in the following section 

Glass/Reports for the complete report and photographs of the 

fragments before and after treatment.) 

After this initial testing, it was decided to treat all of the 

unstable pieces in the Pella Collection. The work was done by 

myself and by Margaret O'Hea, who did the work on a voluntary 

basis, one day a week, over a period of three months, until she 

left for Oxford University in order to take up her doctoral 

studies in Archaeology. 



The method of treatment was kept as simple as possible. 

On the suggestion of Mrs. Patricia Johnson, a solution of 

104. 

10,, w/v of Paraloid B72 made up in a 50/50 solution of Acetone 

and Ethanol was brushed onto the glass surface using a soft 

(sable haired) brush. ( The Ethanol was used with the Acetone 

as Mrs. Johnson has found that it improves the drying ·· o-:r. -~.-_.-- 

the Paraloid film.) Where the surface was too fragile to stand 

any pressure, the solution was dripped on to the surface using 

a hypodermic needle or a hand-held brush. Loose flakes were 

adhered by injecting the solution on to the underside of the 

loose flake. Often, after a first coat had been injected or 

dripped onto the surface, an.l.dried, it was found to be stable 

enough to have the second coat brushed on, so that an even 

surface coating was achieved. The Paraloid B72 dried quickly, and 

the surfaces were quickly consolidated, so that handling of 

the formerly fragile surface was possible within hours . 

After consolidation, several pieces were mended. As the glass 

was old, and deteriorated, it was possible to use HMG adhesive, 

a cellulose nitrate based adhesive, to mend the pieces. (Whereas 

the HMG may not have been effective as an adhesive upon modern 

glass, or glass with a hard, undeteriorated surface). The HMG 

adhesive was chosen as it would be easily reversible, without 

the application of heat, and because it would be easier to work 

with than would an epoxy. As the chief reason for the mending of 

the pieces was to prevent the loss of loose pieces, not for 

display, it was felt that a repair with HMG would be suitable 

at this time. If display requirements in the future required 

another method, the HMG could easily be reversed using Acetone, 

and the mend redone. 

If it had been necessary for me to consider using an epoxy 

adhesive, the other major class of adhesives commonly used for 

mending glass, I would have initially favoured Araldite AY 103 / 

HY 951, as it has been highly recommended in the literature. 

However, this grade of Araldite is no longer manufactured. Other 
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epoxies which might be considered for use with the Pella glass 

are Ablebond 342-1 or Hxtal Ny 1-1 (Davidson 1984:193). However, 

the repair/restoration of glass is often a difficult and compl

icated business, and one of the complications is the correct 

choice of an adhesive, based not only upon its properties as 

an adhesive but also upon its refractive index (RI). It is 

important to be able to match the RI of the adhesive with the 

glass, so that the mend is not visible upon the display of the 

object (Tennent and Townsend 1984: 205 - 211). Therefore, the 

choice of an adhesive for the repair of a piece of Pella glass 

for display purposes would depend upon the specific RI of the 

piece, as well as the properties of the adhesives available. 

It was felt by Miss 0 1 Hea and myself that the packing of the 

glass was an important factor in its future protection. Therefore 

glass, upon the completion of treatment, was repacked into 

individual boxes, with cotton wool padding, over which was placed 

a sheet of acid-free tissue. The pieces of glass were placed 

inside a plastic bag, to allow the glass to be seen and to help 

protect the surface during handling. The plastic bag had been 

previously punched with holes to allow ventilation and to prevent 

moisture condensation on the inside of the plastic bag. The out

side of the box was marked with the registration number and 

other catalo~ing information, and a drawing (either whole or in 

half section) was done of the artifact within, to aid in the 

identification and to prevent unnecessary handling of the artifact . 

This system of packing was later used for the rest of the small 

finds in the Pella Collection, and will be discussed and illustrated 

in the section on Packing and Storage (see Figures Nos. 110 and 

111) . 

Numbers of Glass Artifacts Treated 19 
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Glass 

Figure No. 59. Reg. No. 42553. Before conservation treatment. 

Photograph by the author. 
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Glass 

Figures Nos. 60 and 61. Reg. No. 42553. After conservation 

treatment. Photographs by the author. 
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Glass 

Fig. No. 62. Reg. No. 42646. Glass bottle (fragmented). 

Before conservation treatment. Photograph by the author. 

Fig. No. 63. Reg. No. 42646. After conservation treatment. 

Photograph by the author. 
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Glass 

Figure No. 64. Reg. No. 42646. Fragments treated with Paraloid 

B72 and heat aged. Before ageing. Photograph by the author. 

Figure No. 65. Reg. No. 42646. Fragments treated with Paraloid 

B72 and heat aged. After ageing. Photograph by the author. 
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Fig. No. 66. Reg. No. 42554. Before conservation treatment. 

Photograph by the author. 

Fig. No. 67. Reg. No. 42554. After conservation treatment. 

Photograph by the author. 
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Glass 

Fig. No. 68. Reg. No. 42557. Before conservation treatment. 

Photograph by the author. 
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Glass 

Figures Nos. 69 and 70. Reg. No. 42557. After conservation 

treatment. Photographs by the author. 
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Glass 

Fig. No. 71. Reg. No; 42559. Before conservation treatment. 

Photograph by the author. 

Fig. No. 72. Reg. No. 42559. After conservation treatment. 

Photograph by the author. 
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Bone 

The bone material recovered from Pella is either classified 

as worked bone, i.e. artifacts, or as skeletal material. The 

worked bone is registered, and included with the other small 

finds in the store room in the Fisher Stacks. Skeletal materials 

have been stored in the Anthropology Laboratory, at the Institute 

Building, and are the subject of study by students of the 

Anthropology Department. 

Bone Artifacts 

A Discussion of Treatments 

The majority of bone artifacts returned to Sydney from Jordan 

appear to have undergone treatment in the field. They appear to 

have been cleaned, and some have been consolidated. Records with 

some of the artifacts indicate that they were consolidated with 

a 5% solution of Paraloid B72 ( the solvent was not indicated). 

Some have also been mended, with what appears to be a cellulose 

nitrate adhesive (probably HMG), and some have been adhered to 

a backing of brown cardboard. 

The majority of the artifacts appear to be in a sound condition, 

and therefore have not received further treatment in Sydney. One 

bone awl, consolidated and mended in Jordan, was broken in 

transit to Sydney in 1984. This was further consolidated and 

repaired (see Figures Nos. 73 and 74 with Treatment Report for 

Registration Number 70119 in the following section Bone/Report). 

The bone was soft and had splintered in the area of fracture, 

so the area of fracture was further consolidated with Paraloid 

B72 in a 50/50 solution of Acetone and Ethanol ( using a 10 % w/v 

solution of Paraloid B72), before being mended with HMG adhesive. 

This treatment was chosen as it was considered advisable to 

consolidate and mend the bone with the same treatment as was 

used in the field, and because the treatment was considered an 

acceptable one for the condition of the bone. 
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Several of the carved bone pieces were badly fragmented and 

had been stuck onto cardboard in Jordan. The pieces were 

already loosing adhesion to the cardboard. It would be advisable 

that these be removed from the cardboard backing in the future, 

as the acidic nature of the cardboard may affect the bone and 

the brown dye/colouring of the board might be transferred to 

the bone if there is any appreciable build-up of moisture in the 

atmosphere. However, due to lack of time and the higher priority 

given to the treatment of the bronzes, this work was not attempted. 

If I had undertaken the task, I would have further consolidated 

the fragile bone with either Paraloid B72 or a Primal (acrylic) 

emulsion, and then adhered the pieces both to adjoining pieces 

and to an acid-free mount board (white .Museum Mount Board, four 

ply might have been considered). The adhesive used would have 

been either HMG, or perhaps a Primal emulsion. 

Number of Bone Artifacts Treated 1 
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Bone 

Skeletal Materials/Assessment 

The collection of skeletal material from Pella is significant 

in size, comprising 46 boxes. It has been completely and 

competently examined, catalogued by box, and its condition 

indicated by Ms Judith Fethney, Research Assistant to Professor 

Richard Wright of the Department of Anthropology. Her list is 

available at the Anthropology Laboratory, City Road (the Institute 

Building) and a copy is also now available with other records in 

the Pella Room, Fisher Library Stacks. 

I was able to make a brief assessment of the condition of materials 

in several boxes on three occasions, once in the first term of 

the school year, and twice in the third term of the year. The 

overall condition of the material is poor. There are few long 

bones in a whole and sound condition, though the skulls and teeth 

are, in general, in a more complete and stable condition. 

The bones appear to be quite dry, and powdering, with eroded 

surfaces. ( See Figures Nos. 75 - 77. These photographs were 

taken of representative bones from the collection, to illustrate 

both their condition and their storage conditions.) However, 

much information can be, and is being, obtained from the material 

in regards to the health of the human inhabitants of Pella, 

including indications of diseases, and also an indication of a 

high infant mortality rate have been given by the high number 

of infant skeletons recovered. This information is proving of 

use to researchers,including Dr. and Mrs. Brown and Mr. Stephen 

Burke (Personal communications by Mr. Burke and Ms Fethney, 1984). 

The storage conditions within the laboratory and the packing used 

for the bones will be covered in detail within the sections on 

Environmental Monitoring and Packing and Storage. It should be 

briefly noted here that the conditions for the storage of the 

material in Sydney is generally good, and the same accorded to 

the skeletal material from the Anthropology Department. 
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The material shows some signs of attempted repair (using HM.G 

or a similar adhesive, but spread very thickly). This has not 

been successful on the bones examined (see Figure No. 77), 

probably due to the fact that the bone itself was not consolid

ated prior to the attempt at adhesion, is very soft and crumbly, 

and is pulling away from the stronger adhesive. 

My general conclusions upon an examination of the collection 

were as follows: 

1) It is now too late for treatment for most of the bone material 

it should have been done immediately upon excavation for it to 

have been effective. 

2) For most of the material any treatment would not be warranted, 

as it would most probably not be used for display, and is not 

of enough diagnostic significance to warrant the time and effort 

involved. 

3) Choice of material to treat (priorities) would not be clear, 

so that it would be more a case of either investing at least a 

year's time in treating the entire collection, or it would not 

be worth doing a;ny treatment at all. 

Therefore, I concluded that treatment of the skeletal material 

was a very low priority for my project, and limited myself to 

recording the general condition of the collection photographically. 

If I had undertaken the treatment of the skeletal material, I 

would have first done a complete condition assessment on all 

items, and then I would have attempted to consolidate and repair 

the most unstable/ and or valuable pieces. Treatment might have 

consisted of the removal of old, yellowed and incorrectly applied 

adhesives, and the consolidation of the bones with either Paraloid 

B72 in Acetone and Ethanol (50/50 solution), using a 5 - 15 % 
w/v solution of Paraloid B72 (the dillution being dependent on 

the condition of the bones being treated), or with a Primal 

emulsion (again, the dillution to be used being dependent on the 

condition of the bone being treated) when such consolidation 

was judged to be necessary, either as a single operation or 

prior to the readhering of broken pieces. I would have also 



been concerned with the proper padding and packing of the 

bones, and would have worked to introduce acceptable packing 

materials and to improve the storage conditions for the bones. 
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Report and Assessment of the Skeletal Material 
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Bone 

Fig. No. 73. Reg. No. 70119. Before conservation treatment. 
Photograph by the author. 

Fig. No. 74. Reg. No. 70119 . After conservation treatment . 
Photograph by the author. 
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The Skeletal Material 

Assessment of Condition 

126. 

Figures Nos. 75 and 76. The following photographs of bones and 

teeth from the collection of skeletal material returned from 

Pella are intended to record the condition of the collection 

(as of November/December 1984). Photographs by the author. 



The Skeletal Material 

Assessment of Condition 

Fig. No. 77. Photograph of a bone which has been repaired 

with an adhesive which has now badly yellowed and is pulling 

away from the bone. Photograph by the author. 
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Metals 

General Condition/Discussion 

Metal artifacts recovered from Pella are made of a variety of 

metals; copper and its alloys, predominantly bronzes, iron, 

silver, gold, and lead. There were few pieces of iron, few 

lead pieces, some silver jewelry, gold jewelry, and coins, and 

a large number of small bronze objects, mostly objects which 

were worn as jewelry or which were used as household ornaments, 

or which were used as tools. 

Most of the iron objects, when examined, appeared to be either 

beyond repair/restoration, or to be intact and with a relatively 

stable corrosion layer. These needed to be stored in a dry 

micro-climate (as low as possible, preferably under 45%RH ), but 

little more could be done for them. (Museum of Applied Arts and 

Sciences 1983/84) The application of any coatings to them was 

not considered advisable, as the efficiency of coatings used 

for archaeological iron in the past has been called into serious 

question in the last few years (see Keene 1984sl04-106 and also 

Johnson 1984: 107-109). 

The silver jewelry appeared to have a stable grey/purple corrosion 

layer (identified by Patricia Johnson as silver chloride, or "Horn 

Silver"). It was boxed for safety and support, but otherwise left 

untreated. The gold coins and jewelry needed no treatment . They 

had been cleaned and prepared for display in previous years. 

The two pieces of lead examined also needed no treatment. They 

were stored in plastic bags, and placed upon the metal shelving, 

as organic acids in proximitry to lead can adversely affect the 

lead (Department of Material Conservation and Restoration, Western 

Australian Museum 1981 : 46). 

The copper based metals needed careful examination, and many 

needed extensive treatment, as well as a new storage system. Their 



examination and treatment will be covered in detail in the 

following section on Metals/Copper Based Metals. 
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The coins from Pella constituted a separate category. They 

consisted mainly of copper based coins, mostly dating from 

Hellenistic Greek, Roman, Byzantine, and Arabic periods. The 

earliest coin yet found at Pella is a Ptolemaic Silver Tetradrachma 

of Ptolemy II Philadelpaus, dated to between 282 - 248 B.C. The 

latest coin so far found at Pella dates from the Mamluke Period. 

The most important coin so far discovered is argueably the "Pella" 

coin, a coin presumably minted at Pella, though a recently cleaned 

coin from the Jewish Maccabian period may be equally important, 

as it substantiates a hitherto disputed point of history, offering 

evidence of a Jewish conquest of Pella (Personal communication 

by Miss Sandra Gordon, 1984). 

There are also a few debased silver coins, a few silver coins, 

and a few gold coins. The debased silver coins (a thin coating 

of silver over a copper-based core) tended to have corrosion 

problems or to be in need of cleaning for identification. The 
11 pure11 gold or silver alloy coins examined did not require such 

treatment. However, this is not always the case, as the metals 

used to alloy with the "pure" metals often do cause corrosion on 

such coins. (France-Lanord 19-: 6-10,28-32) 

The coins are the property of the Government of Jordan and are 

only at Sydney for study. Therefore, work on them could not 

be done as part of the Australian National Gallery sponsored 

Pella conservation project. However, a student, Miss Sandra 

Gordon, was doing her fourth year honours thesis on the coins 

from Pella, and at the request of Dr. McNicoll was able to 

clean some coins, under the supervision of Mrs. Patricia Johnson, 

and with my help. Another student, Miss Jo Willey, also assisted 

with the cleaning of some Pella coins. Finally, I was able to 

clean more Pella coins, while working outside of my Pella project 

hours, and after my sponsorship by the Australian National Gallery 

was completed. This aided both the work of Miss Gordon on her 



thesis, and future work on Pella coinage to be done by Miss 

Gordon, Dr. McNicoll, and others. 
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An overall impression gained from my examination of the metals 

from Pella was that some cleaning of the metals had been done 

in the field, or perhaps in Sydney, but that it was not consistant, 

i.e. some metals were completely covered with dirt, some were 

suffering from active corrosion problems, some were incorrectly 

bagged, etc., while other metals had been completely cleaned, 

treated, stabilized, and stored. 

My further impression was that priorities for treatment had to 

go to those copper-based metals which showed signs of active 

bronze corrosion ( "bronze disease"), and that as many of these 

objects should be done as possible. A further priority should 

also go to the improvement of packing and storage for the metals, 

and for the devising of a packing system which would be able 

to keep all of the metals in a dry micro-climate (of 35% RH or 

lower) in order to prevent any further deterioration of those 

metals subject to bronze disease (see MacLeod 1981 ,22). A 

description of the packing system devised will be covered in 

the section Packing and Storage. The following sections will 

discuss the treatment of the copper based metals and the coins, 

and give a selection of the treatment reports for these artifacts. 



Metals 

Copper Based 

A Discussion of Treatments 

Examination 

Most of the copper based metals from Pella needing treatment 
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for active corrosion were small objects, already badly corroded, 

delicate, and difficult to handle. The typical "symptoms" of the 

"disease" were light/bright green lumps or pustules, which 

appeared to "burst" out of the otherwise dark green "patina" or 

stable corrosion layer. Upon examination, these light patches 

were soft, powder-like, and easily removed with tools. 

Some of the affected objects were found to be badly affected in 

exposed sections. When an entire section was reduced to powder, 

with no surrounding core metal to hold the original shape of the 

object, there was little that could be done to stabilize the 

object. An example of this stage of deterioration is shown in 

Figure No. 78, though sections of that bronze were found to be 

strong enough after treatment to be rejoined. ( !fee Treatment 

Report for Registration No. 70217 and Figure No. 78 in the follow

ing section Metals/Copper Based/Reports) However, if only "patches'; 

or "pits" of corrosion were present, and surrounding metal was 

stable, then stabilization could be attempted and the original 

shape of the object exposed and retained, as in the small Statue 

of Osiris ( See Figures Nos. 128, 129, 137, 138, 139 and 140, 

with the Treatment Report for Inv. No. 413, in the section 

following on the Nicholson Museum of Antiquities, Egyptian Artifacts.) 

Objects examined could be roughly broken into several categories 

of conditions, and treated accordingly. 

Definition of Terms 

Bronze Disease Active corrosion in copper based metals, recognized 

through the presence of the basic copper chlorides (cu
2 

(OH)
3 

Cl), 

Paratacamite and Atacamite (MacLeod 1981 :17). It is now generally 



recognized that the process occurs because of the presence 

of salts, especially chlorine salts, in metals either long 

buried in soils through which salt-laden ground waters have 

moved, or in metals which have been under sea waters, or in 

metals which have been handled by human hands (See Stambolov 

1979: 13, Plenderleith and Werner 1971, Charbonneaux 1962: 

144, and MacLeod 1981 , 16-26). 

The copper chlorides, or cuprous chlorides, are formed by 

the reaction of free chloride ions with metallic copper: 

or 

Cu+ 2 Cl -➔ 

Cu + C 1 ---:;:. 

CuC1
2 

CuCl 

Cu(II)(copper chloride) 

Cu(I )(cuprous chloride) 

With excess oxygen in the soil, as well as moisture, cuprous 

chloride will react with water and oxygen to form basic cupric 

chloride: 

CuC12 • 3 Cu(OH) 2 + 2HC1 

The hydrochloric acid formed in this reaction may react in a 

number of different ways: 

1) With metallic copper 

2) With Cuprous oxide (cuprite) 

2 Cu
2
o + 2 HCl + 2 H

2
0 +0

2 
...:Y CuC1

2
• 3 Cu(OH)

2 

3) With Basic Copper Carbonate 

These reactions may not be isolated ones ; depending upon the 

object only one may take place, or two, or even all three may 

take place, and they may inter-react. In each case "bronze 

disease" is directly or indirectly formed. 
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In museum conditions the HCl reacts with the metallic copper to 

form cuprous chloride and water, which with oxygen produce 

Paratacamite and more HCl. 



4 Cu + 4 HCl + o2 ➔ 4 CuCl + 2 H20 

{Based upon Johnson 1963 30 - 37 and personal communication 

during 1984. ) 

Signs of bronze disease are the presence of bright green, often 

powdery spots of Paratacamite. These tend to balloon out, like 

pustules. In other cases the signs are hard blisters, crystaline 

in appearance, of Atacamite. These are less active than Paratac

amite, but when scratched show a light green. { Personal com

munication by Mrs. Patricia Johnson) These were not observed 

on the Pella bronzes. 

Another indication of active bronze disease, one not mentioned 

in the literature but which was observed with the Pella materials, 

is that objects with active bronze disease, when placed upon 

paper or wrapped in tissue, will rapidly stain the paper a bright 

green. This proved a quick diagnostic test for the 1983/84 Pella 

bronzes, and was later incorporated as a potential "warning 

system" in the storage system for the Pella bronzes. 

Benzotriazole A nitrogen hetrogen derivative, chemical formula 

c6 H
5

N3 and available as a whitish powder (Sease 1978: 76). 
It is stable in water.It 1 s more soluble in Ethanol or Acetone, however, 

than it is in water, ( Walker 1979: 40 and Johnson, personal 

communication). It is used in the inhibition of bronze disease. 

Madsen first proposed its use in 1967 for stabilizing bronze 

objects (Madsen 1967 i 163 - 167), where he describes its use in 

a 3 % w/v solution in industrial methylated spirits (Ethanol), 

with a vacuum system to aid penetration of the solution, in 

treating corroded bronzes. He suggested that the Benzotriazole 

combined with the copper to protect it from aggressive chloride 

ions. Sease writes that 11 BTA, then, is specific for copper and 

appears to be strongly chemisorbed on to a copper oxide surface 

on the metal to form a copper-BTA coordination polymer film. This 

film is inert, thermally stable, and long lasting, providing a 

protective barrier for the copper underneath.n ( Sease 1978: 
77) It has been said by others to "inhibit both the anodic and 



cathodic processes for copper immersed in neutral, aerated 

and de-aerated chloride solutions". {Walker 1979 : 43) 
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In recent years conservators have varied Madsen's original 

treatments. Varying the solvent (either water, or Acetone, or 

Ethanol), varying the immersion times from half an hour to 

several days, and some dispensing with vacuum treatment (Sease 

1978: 82). The strength of solution used has also been varied 

by some conservators, based on their practical experience with 

bronze treatment. Both Mrs. Patricia Johnson and her husband 

Colin Johnson have used solutions of 3 %, 10%,, 15%, and other 

strengths, finding that when a weaker strength does not achieve 

inhibition of the bronze disease a stronger strength will. 

(Personal communication from Mrs. Patricia Johnson) 

A recent discussion of the use of Benzotriazole by Sease (1978: 

76 - 85) is very thorough, especially as she gives a "comprehensive 

bibliography. 11 

There is still some controversy surrounding the use of Benzotriazole. 

MacLeod in his 1981 article on bronze disease points out that 

BTA (Benzotriazole) only inhibits the effects of the chlorides, 

and says that the precise mechanism of that effect is not 

completely understood. He also states that the effects of BTA 

treatment may decrease with time, and that treatment may need to 

be renewed, therefore, to insure protection for the bronzes so 

treated {MacLeod 1981 : 24). 
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Corrosion Products of Copper Based Metals 

Table No. 1 

After Pearson 1978, Stambolov 19- :76-98, with additional information 

by Johnson 1963 and Johnson by personal communication. 

Metal - Copper 

Salt 

Oxides 

Cuprous oxide 

Cupric oxide 

Carbonates 

Basic Copper 
Carbonate 
(Basic Cupric 
Carbonate) 

Basic Copper 
Carbonate 
(Basic Cupric 
Carbonate) 

Formula Colour Corrosion Media 

Cu
2

0 Pink/Red/ Buried/Air/Marine 
Orange 

cuo Black Buried/Air/Marine 

Cuco
3

• Dark Green Buried/Air 

Cu(OH)
2 

.2cuco3. Blue 
Cu(OR)

2 

Buried/Air 

Alternative 
Names 

Cuprite 

Tenorite/ 
Melaconite 

Malechite 

Azurite 

Products formed by reactions with HCl 

Cuprous chloride 

Basic copper 
chlorides 

Others 

CuCl White/Pale Grey Buried/ 
Marine 

Yellow-Green, Buried/Air/ 

Nantokite 

CuC1
2

.3Cu 

(OH) 2 
Emerald to Museum Conditions 

cu2( OH) fl 

Blackish Green Atacamite and 
Paratacamite 
(Bronze 

Disease) 

Copper I Sulphide Cu2s Black 

Blue 

Buried/Marine 

Buried/Marine Copper II Sulphide CuS 

Basic Copper 
Sulphate 

Basic Copper 
Phosphate 
( li bethini te) 

Cuso
4

• Green 

3 Cu (OH) 2 

Cu{Po
4
)2. Blue 

cu(OH) 2 

Industrial Air 

Buried in Contact 
with Bone 



Metals/Copper ::aas·ed 

Classes of Objects Observed and Appropriate 

Treatments 

1) Objects with a sound core, a basically stable "patina", 

with a clear surface, and only obscured by small points or 

pits of "bronze disease". The corrosion layer appears to be, 
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in general, basic copper carbonates (cuco
3

• Cu (OH)
2

) with the 

small areas of Paratacamite. With these objects it was considered 

desirable to retain the stable corrosion layer/patina. Therefore 

any stripping process was ruled out and treatment was confined 

to an attempt to expose the original shape of the object by 

cleaning, and then to stabilize the object through treatment with 

Benzotriazole followed by storage in a dry atmosphere. 

2) Objects where most of the base metal was gone, and almost 

all that remained was corrosion layers, but which otherwise 

retained the original shape of the object and appeared to be 

stable. In these cases it was most important that the patina/ 

corrosion layers not be removed, as they held the information 

of the original shape, decoration, inscriptions, etc., or as 

close to the original as the distortions of the corrosion process 

allowed, of the object. The corrosion layers appeared to be 

basic copper carbonates. Without the corrosion, there really 

would no longer be any object/information. These were merely 

boxed and stored with a dessicant, Silica Gel, to help preserve 

a dry atmosphere. 

3) Objects whose condition was similar to Number 2, but which 

showed some small areas of active bronze disease. These were 

treated as Number 1, i.e. manually cleaned when necessary and 

stabilized with Benzotriazole. 

4) Objects which have a sound core, an unstable surface, perhaps 

also obscured by dirt and/or adhesions of silicates, and areas of 

active "bronze disease". With these objects, where there is no 

stable corrosion layer, or "patina", to save, it was judged 

both aesthetically possible and also justifiable to strip the 
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bronze, removing all of the unstable surface, and then to treat 

the object with Benzotriazole. Stripping was done with Alkaline 

Glycerol, followed, when necessary, with treatment with a solution 

of 15% v/v Sulphuric Acid in distilled water. (For formulas of 

all treatments, see the following section on treatment methods.) 

Bronzes which were stripped were then hot washed for 3-5 days 

(heated in distilled water slowly during the day, cooled down at 

night) to remove the cleaning chemicals and salts. Then they were 

stabilized in Benzotriazole and coated with Incralac, a specially 

formulated acrylic lacquer containing Paraloid B44 and Benzotria

zole (see Keene 1984: 105). 

5) Objects which had no solid core, and were almost completely 

disintegrating into powder. When possible, these were cleaned 

manually and/or with Ethanol, then stabilized with Benzotriazole 

and lacquered with Incralac. The Incralac was generally diluted 

with Acetone (the exact dilution depending on the nature of the 

object being treated, and the number of coats applied). It was 

usually brushed onto the object, but some objects were immersed 

and then hung to dry, while other objects were treated with Incralac 

from a pressure-pack spray, When it was possible to consolidate 

areas of powder and thereby retain the shape of the original, 

this was attempted, and often proved successful in the short term. 

Consolidation was also a by-product in some cases of coating with 

Incralac, as the lacquer sunk into the powdery/porous areas and 

tended to harden them. 

Treatments had to be chosen with care to suit the needs of each 

object and modified, sometimes as treatment progressed, depending 

on how the object was responding to the treatment. 

Basic Treatments Used 

The treatments outlined below are based on Plenderleith and 

Werner 1971, 2nd. ed., on Gedye, Hodges and Oddy 1973, and 

on Johnson 1963, and also upon the work and experience of 

Patricia Johnson, my Supervisor for this internship, in the 

years after her (1963) thesis for the Institute of Archaeology 

on the "Conservation of Copper and Its Alloys". 
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1) Surface cleaning with Ethanol and/or manual cleaning with 

brushes and a scalpel blade held flat. This proceedure is 

favoured over the use of a vibrotool, as there is less danger 

of damage to the object. The major purpose of manual cleaning 

is to reveal the original surface, whenever possible, and 

concurrently not to distort that appearance. Therefore, when 

an area of a bronze may be filled with powder from bronze disease, 

the area is not scraped out, causing a pit and changing the 

shape of the object. Instead, the surface is cleaned flush with 

the surrounding solid metal, to create the impression of the 

original surface. 

After the removal of a powdery surface, it is most advisable to 

immediately continue treatment, either by stripping the bronze, 

followed by electrolysis, or by stabilization of the bronze 

disease through BTA treatment, as the disturbance of the surface 

general ly uncovers sealed-in pits of CuCl, which when exposed to 

free oxygen and atmospheric moisture will produce green powdery 

basic cupric chloride within a few hours, unless the condition is 

treated and stabilized. 

2) Stripping of the corrosion layers, using a combination of 

Alkaline Glycerol, Calgon, and Sulphuric acid treatments. 

"Alkaline sequestering agents are used to dissolve cupric 

compounds and would normally be followed by dilute sulphuric 

acid at 10 - 15 % concentration to remove cuprous salts." 

(Johnson 1963: 41) 

The formula for Alkaline Glycerol which was used was taken from 

Notes for a Short Course in Conservation; Part II (Gedye, et. al. 

1973: Appendix 1 p. 1) 

Alkaline Glycerol Dissolve 120 g. sodium hydroxide in 1 litre 

of water, with cooling, then add 40 ml of 

glycerol (glycerine). 

The object is soaked in the above solution, taken out periodically 

and checked, and loose corrosion products brushed off with a 

tooth brush. If the solution turns a bright blue or green it 

is actively removing the cupric compounds (carbonates and cupric 

oxides) . The solution can be changed if the process is a lengthy 



one, but should continue until only pink cuprous oxides remain. 

(Johnson 1963 :41 - 42) 

Calgon (Sodium hexametaphosphate), chemical formula(Na
3 

ro
4

) 6 ,is 

a sequestering agent which will dissolve both cupric and cuprous 

salts. It is recommended in Gedye, et. al. (1973: Appendix 1 p. 1) 

to be used for the removal of calcareous deposits from bronzes 

and other metals in an aqueous solution, 5 - 15 % (w/v). I used 

a 15 % solution made up with distrilled water (w/v). Calgon 

reacts very slowly with cuprous oxide, which makes it a mild and 

safe reagent to use, especially with tinned objects, some inlayed 

objects, or when there is suspected/observed decoration or 

inscriptions which might be lost with a quicker but more harsh 

treatment (Johnson 1963: 44). 

sulphuric acid ( 10 - 15 % concentration v/v) in distilled water 

is used after treatment in the sequestering agents, g necessary 

for the removal of oxides. The object is immersed in the acid 

for only a few minutes, extracted with tweezers, and then either 

brushed under running water or placed into a dish of water. With 

careful control, the operator can remove all dark deposits and 

reveal the original surfaces, including delicate inscriptions, 

without damage to the bronze object. 

3) Inhabition of corrosion/stabilization of the object using 

Benzotriazole in Ethanol. Generally a 10 % w/v solution of 

Benzotriazole in Ethanol was used with the Pella material, as 

the material haa been previously treated with a 3% solution in 

the field, and this proved in many cases to be ineffective 

(especially when combined with poor packing and storage conditions). 

The stronger solution appeared to give good results, as further 

outbreaks of bronze disease after treatment were not observed. 

4) Lacquering to impede moisture permeation using Incralac, 

which also affords further Benzotriazole treatment. 

5) Storage in a desicant, Silica Gel (self-indicating), to help 

stabilize the corrosion layer(s) through a lowering of the 

relative humidity. 
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6) Some objects were also repaired, using either HMG (cellulose 

nitrate) adhesive, or an epoxy adhesive. Though the epoxy 

(Devcon "5-minute••) used bonded better to the metal, I personally 

preferred to use the HMG, when a bond could be achieved using 

it, as it was more easily reversible than an epoxy, and also 

appeared to "consolidate" a weak or powdery metal surface, making 

the adhesion of the badly corroded surfaces easier to achieve. 

It should be mentioned here that treatment of the Pella metals 

through electrolysis (cathodic reduction) was considered, as 

it is the most satisfactory method of removing chlorides from 

metal objects, and so removing the cause of "bronze disease". 

(Johnson 1963 ; 48) However, in order for the process to be 

safely carried out it is advisable that a sound core of metal 

remain within the object, and that the object be fairly sound. 

~any of the Pella objects had little core metal remaining, and 

were delicate and fragile. It would not have been wise to risk 

their total disintegration through cleaning by electrolysis. 

Therefore, it was decided to aim at inhibiting the chlorides in 

the Pella metals, through BTA treatment, rather than attempting 

to remove them through electrolysis . 

Results of Treatments 

Physical and visual results of treatments were, of course, 

dependent on the specific physical properties of each individual 

piece. However, in general, results could be divided into the 

following : 

1) For those which were cleaned, treated with Benzotriazole, 

and lacquered with Incralac, the surface and general appearance 

(minus the dirt and obscuring encrustations) remained generally 

the same. Usually surface detail was clearer, as disfiguring 

pustules and powder, as well as dirt and encrustations, had 

been removed. The BTA treatment tended to darken the colour of 

the surface, generally to a darker green, and to darken the 

powdery areas remaining . The Incralac also tended to darken 

the colour of the surface, and to make the surface more reflective. 

The surface shine was more pronounced with heavy coats of thicker 

lacquer, especially when dipped. Brushing tended to give thinner, 

more matt surfaces, and spraying gave t he most matt appearance, 



if so desired, though it too could be used to give a thicker, 

more shin,y surface. Aerosil could have been added to the 

lacquer to give a matt effect, but it may deposit white flecks 

and grains visible when dry. Incralac can also be matted with 

microcrystaline wax, but this may also pick up dirt and be 

difficult to remove from the object (Johnson 1984:108). 

2) For those copper based metals which were stripped, then 
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treated with Benzotriazole and lacquered with Incralac, the 

surface had the colour of the origina l copper metal {all corrosion 

layers having been removed), and showed as pits or imperfections 

the areas which had been corroded or otherwise damaged. Surface 

details, i.e. inscriptions, decoration, and even casting marks 

showed clearly through the lacquer. 

Numbers of Copper Based Metals Treated 46 
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Fig. No. 78. Reg. No. 70217. Before conservation treatment. 
This is an example of the bronzes which came back from the 
1983/1984 Pella season in an advanced stage of disintegration 
due to "bronze disease", i.e. active corrosion. 

The object had little mechanicafstrength, was largely composed 
of corrosion products (little or no base metal remained), and 
was disintegrating to powder. 

The corrosion product had stained the tissue used for padding 
during transit a green colour. 

Photograph by the author. 
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Figures Nos. 79 and 80. Reg. No. 60506. Before conservation 

treatment. Photographs by the author. 
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Figures Nos. 81 and 82. Reg. No. 60506. Before conservation 

treatment. Photographs by the author. 
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Figures Nos. 83 and 84. Reg. No. 60506. During conservation 

treatment. Photographs by the author. 
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Fig. No. 85. Reg. No. 60506. During conservation treatment. 

Photograph by the author. 

Note the area which shows as bright pink. This area appeared 
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to be unstable - a small hole on the edge before treatment 

showed both the area to be thin and that there was little base 

metal left. It may have been the result of a loss and subsequent 

mend in antiquity. 

Stripping would have removed a large section of this area. 

Therefore stripping of the artifact was oonsidered,but rejected 

as the author did not wish to threaten the stability of the 

artifact. 
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Figures Nos. 86 and 87. Reg. No. 60506. After conservation 

treatment. Photographs by the author. 
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Figures Nos. 88 and 89. Reg. No. 60506. After conservation 

treatment. Photographs by the author. 
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Fig. No. 90. Reg. No. 70126. Before conservation treatment. 

Photograph by the author. 
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Fig. No. 91. Reg. No. 70126. Bronze Blade. During treatment. 

Note the deposition of excess Benzotriazole as lines of white 

powder. The excess Benzotriazole has not yet been cleaned off 

with Ethanol. 

Photograph by Jon Hosking. 
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Fig. No. 92. Reg. No. 70126. Bronze Blade. After treatment. 

Photograph by Jon Hosking. 
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Fig. No. 93. Reg. No. 70289. Before conservation treatment. 

Photograph by the author. 

Fig. No. 94. Reg. No. 70289 . After conservation treatment . 

Photograph by the author. 
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Figures Nos. 95 and 96. Reg. No. 70289. After conservation 

treatment. Photographs by Jon Hosking. 
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Figures Nos. 97 and 98. Reg. No. 70194. Metal Buckle. 

Before conservation treatment. Photographs by the author. 
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Figures Nos. 99 and 100. Reg. No. 70194. Metal Buckle. 

After conservation treatment. Photographs by Jon Hosking. 

~ 
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Fig. No. 101. Reg. No. 70194. Metal Buckle. After conservation 

treatment. Photograph by Jon Hosking. 
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Figures Nos. 102 and 103. Reg. No. 42637. Cross. Copper based, 

with attachment of iron (wire). Before conservation treatment. 

Photographs by Jon Hosking. 
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Copper Based 

Fig. No. 104. Reg. No. 42637. Cross. Copper Based, with 

attachment of iron {wire). During conservation treatment. 

The corrosion layers are being stripped away using alkaline 

glycerol and Calgon. Photograph by the author. 
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Fig. No. 105. Reg. No. 42637. After conservation treatment. 

Photograph by the author. 
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Discussion of Treatments 

166. 

Much of the discussion already given under Metals/Copper Based 

Metals applies equally to the Pella coins, as the majority of 

the coins are copper based, and both their examination and 

treatment were carried along similar lines to the small objects. 

However, there are some important, though subtle, differences 

in the philosophy used in the treatment of the coins, arising 

out of their function for the archaeologist. Coins are often 

very useful dating tools for the archaeologist, as they provide 

a terminus post quern, a date which establishes the earliest date 

a layer may be, i.e. a later date is always possible (someone 

may drop a 1944 coin into a 1974 layer, but he can not possibly 

drop a 1974 coin into a 1944 layer). Coins are also considered 
11horizon markers" or "index fossils" as they are "artifact types 

whose area of origin is known and which were manufactured for 

a limited period of time ; they also must be significant in 

numbers and. have similar characteristics •••• Thus coins are 

considered among the best index fossils. 11 (Joukowsky 1980: 281) 

Therefore, the information carried in the inscription of a coin 

is important, for archaeological purposes. The patina or aesthetic 

appearance is important for monetary, not archaeological values. 

The cleaning of coins, to reveal their inscriptions, is of 

value to the archaeologist, and therefore there is usually great 

pressure to clean coins from archaeological sites, as quickly 

as possible, as many as possible, and as thoroughly as possible. 

Most of the coins which were treated by Sandra Gordon, Jo Willey, 

and by myself, were cleaned with Ethanol, and manually, if that 

could be done safely. If an initial cleaning could not reveal 

enough of the inscription to accurately date and/or identify 

the coin, then the coin was usually stripped, stabilized, and 

finally lacquered for stor age in Silica Gel. 
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Some of the coins were in a delicate condition, and stripping 

would endanger their stability, while other coins held all of 

their remaining information (i.e. inscriptions) within the 

corrosion layers. With these coins great care had to be made in 

cleaning, and decisions had to be made as to whether to endanger 

the stability of the coin for the sake of further information, 

or whether to "leave well enough alone 11 • 

Examination and Treatment 

Generally the examination and treatment of the coins proceeded 

on an individual basis, and treatment only proceeded after 

agreement between Dr. McNicoll and myself and/or Mrs. Johnson. 

The coins generally fell into the following categories: 

1) Coins which showed no visible inscription. These were generally 

not photographed, as there was no visable information to be lost 

by treatment. They were measured and traced on their conservation 

examination and treatment card. They were usually cleaned manually 

with ethanol and, when cleaning did not reveal enough information, 

stripped chemically. 

2) Coins which had been previously cleaned, but which were still 

unidentifiable, and which needed further cleaning. These sometimes 

posed problems, as the previous treatment had often (presumably), 

been stopped because the cleaner/conservator had been uncertain 

of going further with the cleaning (and risking loss of the 

surface inscription). Each case was judged on its own merit. Many 

of these were not cleaned any further as the information appeared 

to be within the corrosion layer, and it was felt safer to leave 

them in their present state. Any which were cleaned further 

were photographed before treatment, if they had not been previously 

photographed in the field. 

The Cleaning/An Evaluation 

. The acquisition of the ability to clean coins, and the acquisition 

of some experience through doing a large number of coins, is a 

valuable one for any conservator (or archaeologist) working on 

an historic site. Therefore, I felt that the cleaning of the coins, 

in time outside of the Australian National Gallery project, was 

a useful exercise for me, and would prove of future benefit, a.s 
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well as aiding the research program on Pella. 

Number of Coins Cleaned 91 
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Reports/A Selection 
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Figures Nos. 106 and 107. Reg. No. 60228. A coin from the "Hoard". 

After conservation treatment. Photographs by Jon Hosking. 
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Figures Nos. 108 and 109. Reg. No. 60228. Coin "Hoard". After 

conservation treatment. Photographs by Jon Hosking. 



Summary and Conclusions 

Conservation Treatments 

The conservation project on the Pella Collection achieved 

both results in terms of jobs completed, i.e. tangible 

accomplishments, and in terms of education. The easily 

tabulated jobs completed were summarized for the Department 

of Archaeology, the University of Sydney, in a Final Report, 

in November of 1984. 

The results which follow are quoted from that report. 

1. A conservation assessment of the collection. 
2. Emergency treatment of unstable artifacts. 
3. Assessment and emergency treatment of artifacts from 

the 1983/84 excavations, as received in Sydney. 
4. Conservation treatment of the following artifacts: 

Ceramics/pots 
Bronze objects 
Miscellaneous 
Glass objects 
Coins 

Total 

30 
46 

6 
19 
91 

192 

Emergency washing and disinfection of ceramics 
from Pella 1983/84 

Bags of sherds 64 

5. The improvement of storage conditions for Pella 
materials. This included the erection of more shelving, 
the sorting and boxing of 1983/84 Pella artifacts, 
the use of Silica Gel wi th ... a!.l metals to create dry 
storage conditions, and the boxing of fragile items 
for their protection and support. 

6. The production of conservation treatment records, 
including photographic records, and progress reports 
for the Department of Archaeology and the Australian 
National Gallery. 

174. 



An objective summary of the educational achievements of 

the project is more difficult to adequately communicate. 

Firstly, a great deal of what was gained came about not in 

a process of didactic learning, as in a lecture situation, 

175. 

but through a process of interchange, in which the participants 

exchanged information, and received not only new information, 

but found that the interchange itself produced a new idea, a 

new perspective, a new technique/scheme/design. A creative 

process took place, which benefited all concerned. 

Examples of these achievements were: 

1. The treatment of the Pella glass with a consolidant (recom

mended by Pat Johnson), Paraloid B72, in a solvent not previously 

used by any of the workers (Acetone/Ethanol).(the addition of 

the Ethanol to the Acetone is practiced by Mrs. Johnson to 

reduce the volatility of using Acetone alone.)The methods of 

application were worked out by both workers (brushing technique 

by Margaret O'Hea and injection to consolidate loose flaked 

of glass by the author). 

2. The creation of a new system of packing for the Pella glass. 

This system was then taken up and modified for use with the 

other small finds as well. Though not novel, the ideas were 

an improvement on what had been done for the collection previously, 

and made a great improvement in the storage conditions for the 

small finds. 

3. The observation that copper based metals with active bronze 

disease "stain" surrounding paper green was taken up by myself 

and Mrs. King of the Australian National Gallery and used to 

create an "early warning system", to help the non-conservator 

(i.e. the archaeological students doing research on the collection 

or the archaeologist /research assistant) to spot bronzes which 

were developing signs of bronze disease. By placing the copper 

based alloys on a single sheet of acid free, white, paper, the 

person handling, or even looking at the metals in their boxes, 

could "spot" signs of trouble. This system, however, can not 



be relied upon as the only test of probable bronze disease . 

Indeed, the bronze disease would be generally quite active 

before it would stain the paper. However, it is devised as 

an aid for the non-conservator. It is still envisioned that 

the copper based metals will need to be checked in the future 

by a trained conservator who can report on their stability. 

Other achievements of the project were a greater understanding 

of the physical composition of a wide range of ancient 

Middle Eastern artifacts, and a greater understanding of the 

conservation problems (i.e. salts, flaking glass, bronze disease) 

closely associated with these artifacts . 

And, as learning is not only an intellectual, but also a physical 

process, I learned by doing. I put into practice the formulas 

and instructions for treating bronzes, for cleaning coins, for 

mending pots, and I saw for myself what worked, what did not 

work, and why it did not work. I was able to learn by doing, 

and then by reflecting upon what I had done. This was,. of course, 

much more exciting than following a rote instruction with no 

understanding, and therefore no ability to cope with the 

unusual or the unexpected. 

Some of my most important interaction was with my supervisor, 

Mrs. Patricia Johnson. She helped me greatly by pointing me 

to the appropriate literature, showing me examples of her own 

work (both written and object work), answering my many questions, 

and discussing both her own treatments and techniques and 

alternative treatments and techniques. She shared with me her 

own experience, especially with her specialties of ceramics 

conservation/restoration and bronzes. I was able to learn a 

great deal from her instruction, most especially in the area of 

metals/bronze treatments. 



Open Day Display 

The University of Sydney 

This year the University of Sydney's Open Day actually took 

place over a two day period, over July 14/15, 1984. For Open 

Day the Pella Project contributed an exhibition on the site 

and the excavations. The exhibition was given space in the 

Southern Entrance of the Quadrangle, immediately in front of 

the Nicholson Museum. 

177. 

Objects from the Pella Collection were exhibited in four cases 

one for prehistoric materials (mainly stone tools), one for 

Bronze Age and Iron Age objects, one for Hellenistic and Roman 

materials, and one for Arabic objects and coins. In addition to 

the cases, the exhibition used large posters with photographic 

illustrations from the site of Pella, and appropriate explanatory 

text. Printed handouts were distributed by people involved 

with the Pella project, who also talked with the visitors, and, 

of course, answered their questions. Volunteers, mainly graduate 

students, acted in this capacity. 

My turn to act as a volunteer guide came on the second day. 

I spent most of my time explaining about the excavation, the 

conservation work, the Department of Archaeology, and the study 

and work prospects for students interested in Archaeology. In 

addition, a video program on the excavations at Pella was shown 

in an adjoining room, on the hour, with a graduate student in 

attendance to answer questions. 

A copy of the catalogue for the display is included in the 

following pages. 

Some of the objects exhibited, including ceramics, glass and 

bronze objects, had undergone conservation treatment by myself 

before exhibition. Therefore, some of my conservation work was 

displayed to the general public quite soon after completion. 
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This, I also noted, was a feature of work at the Nicholson 

Museum; that objects selected for display could be examined, 

treated when necessary, and immediately displayed. This was due 

to the advantages enjoyed by a small museum, wi~h ,a small staff, 

where communication could proceed quickly and personally, leading 

to a high level of efficiency. 

The Open Day display was considered by the staff of the Archaeology 

Department and the Nicholson Museum as a considerable success, as 

it generated a good deal of publicity for the Department, the 

special Archaeological projects, and the Nicholson Museum. 

Although we did not directly take down visitor figures, we 

noted that many of the visitors to the Pella exhibition went 

on to the Nicholson Museum. The Museum staff and volunteers took 

down visitor numbers, and recorded 8,068 over the two day period. 

However, this was considered an underestimate, as there were so 

many people passing through that many were probably not counted. 

Lasting results from the exhibition included the donation of 

some objects to the Nicholson Museum from visitors, enquiries 

as to the authenticity of antiques, and student enquiries to 

the Department regarding course requirements. 
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Pella in Jordan 

An exhibition of artifacts 
from the excavations 

1979 - 1984 
Excavations funded by the ARGS,Aust. National Gallery,Sydney University. 

218. 
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Environmental Monitoring 

Fisher Stacks/Storage Rooms 

l.!81. 

Upon my first introduction to the Pella Collection I noted the 

storage conditions within the Fisher Library Stacks, and asked 

about the atmospheric controls, i.e. air conditioning. I was 

told by the Pella Research Assistant, Miss Leah McKenzie, who 

had a desk within one of the rooms, and by Mr. Philip Edwards, 

Tutor, who had a desk within the other room, that the air 

conditioning within the rooms seemed adequate as to temperature, 

but was notorious for lack of air (giving people headaehesand making 

them sleepy), and that it was often quite humid. Miss McKenzie 

had already consulted some eonservation literature for small 

museums (Conservation and Restoration for Small Museums, 2nd ed., 

by the Department of Material Conservation and Restoration, 

Western Australian Museum), had purchased Silica Gel (self-indicating), 

and had packed the coins from Pella with it inside plastic bags. 

On May 1, 1984 I contacted Mr. Alan Williams, Services Engineer 

for the University of Sydney, who was in charge of the air 

conditioning for Fisher Library. Mr. Williams told me that the 

air conditioning was a centralized system, that there were no 

individual controls for either rooms or sections of the building, 

(but the system could be balanced for different sections by the 

air conditioning engineers). 

The temperature for the building was kept between 20 - 25 degrees 

c, the average being higher in summer and lower in winter. The 

relative humidity within the stacks was kept above 55% and there 

were no upper level controls for the relative humidity. The air 

conditioning system was turned off at night and weekends, whenever 

the building was unoccupied. 

Later investigation, through conversations with the staff, revealed 

that there was much discontent with the air conditioning, and 

most particularly with the stack rooms. This was partially explained 

by the staff as being due to the fact that the area was originally 

designed as book stack (open areas), and afterwards divided into 

small rooms. Therefore the rooms lacked ventilation and proper 
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outlets (as well as lacking windows). 

Monitoring of the environment within the Pella Room using a 

(Casella) 7 day thermohygrograph from the Nicholson Museum, and 

through checks with a (Zeiss) Whirling Psychrometer, confirmed 

the above information. The temperature within the room tended 

to remain constant at 23 degrees(+/- 2 degrees) but the relative 

humidity tended to fluctuate markedly. The relative humidity 

appeared to follow that of the outside atmosphere. On warm, dry 

days the humidity could be as low as 39 % to 45% within the 

room, while on some wet days, particularly after several days 

of rain, it would be between 75% and 9r:J'fo within the room. 

As there appeared to be no possibility of having the air conditioning 

in the building changed to suit our particular needs, and as 

I was told that our particular area could not be controlled 

separately from the rest of the stacks, it did not appear that 

any immediate improvement in the total room environment could 

be made. 

The chief problem was obviously one of fluctuating, and at times 

excessively high, relative humidity. The temperature remained 

at a perfectly acceptable level. 

The effects of the relative humidity problem would be to: 

1) Encourage the movement of salts and salt crystalization in the 

pottery from Pella which was succeptable to that problem. 

2} Encourage the growth of fungi on any materials, but most 

particularly on any materials which had not been cleaned. 

3) Hasten the deterioration of glass objects with fragile surfaces 

by encouraging moisture absorption into the glass, followed by 

evaporation when the relative humidity in the room drops. This 

cycle of moisture intake and evaporation will encourage the breakup of the 

already unstable glass,and this process will be further accelerated 

if any salts are present in the glass. 

4) Encourage corrosion, and particularly bronze disease, in the 

metals, through the excessively high humidity. Moisture accelerates 



the bronze disease cycle of corrosion, while lowering the 

relative humidity to 35% normally controls any bronze disease 

in copper based metals. (MacLeod 1981:21-22). 

The most practical course to alleviate the effects of the 

high relative humidity on the objects appeared to be to prevent 

the occurance of fungi through preventing moisture condensation 

on containers and objects, by encouraging ventilation, and through 

the creation of dry micro-climates whenever possible . 

Therefore, over the period of the project I gradually introduced 

the following practices: 

1) Punching holes in the plastic bags which were used to hold 

artifacts, using a hole punch, and leaving the tops of bags 

open whenever possible to prevent moisture condensation within 

the bags. 

2) Storing all metals, not just the coins, with self-indicating 

Silica Gel, within a sealed, un-punched plastic bag. The Silica 

Gel is placed within a small plastic bag, abundently punched with 

small holes for ventilation, to allow the Silica Gel to absorb 

moisture, and the small bag then placed so it is visible and 

easily seen by the conservator/research assistant whose task it 

is to monitor the colour of the desicant and to change it when 

it is exhausted. 

Pre-conditioned Silica Gel was not used as there were no facilities 

available to the Pella Project to pre-condition the Silica Gel, or 

to continue the process after I had finished the project. Therefore 

unconditioned Silica Gel was used in an effort to keep the metals 

as dry as possible, the exact RH not being considered as important 

as keeping the metals as dry as possible . 

While it is recognized that the above measures are of short term 

value, and require careful maintenance to be effective, they 

have improved the storage conditions for the most vunerable 

materials, and have heightened awareness of' the storage conditions 

within the rooms. Finally, much of the material currently within 

the Fisher Stacks rooms will eventually be moved to more permanent 

storage, either within the Australian National Gallery in Canberra, 

or within the University of Sydney and other University collections. 



The Anthropology Laboratory 

The Institute Building 

The skeletal material from Pella is stored within the Anthropology 

Laboratory in the lower/basement floor of the Institute Building, 

City Road. The room is a large one, with metal shelving along 

one half of the room for storage, and the other half, near the 

windows, used as examination and teaching space. It is fitted out 

with tables, desks, microscope, sink, and fume cupboard. 

The room is only partially below the level of the street/parking 

area, and has windows and a door which admit light and aid in 

ventilation. The room is not air conditioned, so that the temp

erature and relative humidity will be directly affected by the 

outside atmosphere, though the temperature appears lower within 

the room on hot days. Photographs illustrating the storage 

area within the Anthropology Laboratory are included in the 

section Packing and Storage (Figures Nos . 119"and 120). No 

environmental monitoring was done by myself in the room, as I 

did not have free access to the room. 



r85. 
Packing and Storage 

Work on improvements to the packing and storage systems for 

the Pella Collection occupied a considerable amount of my 

time, and some careful thought went into the relatively simple 

improvements which were made. While working.out new and improved 

systems I was limited by the following constraints: 

1) Budgetary limitations. 

2) Simplicity, i.e. I needed simple systems which could continue 

to function with non-professional staff responsible for their 

rnaint enance. 

3) Compatibility with the standards and the wishes of the Australian 

National Gallery (in regards to the treatment of their objects). 

4) Compliance with the wishes of Dr. McNicoll for the continued 

accessibility of the majority of the Pella objects for teaching 

purposes. 

The Fisher Library Stacks 

Storage Rooms 

The problems which needed to be overcome in the rooms used for 

storage of the Pella objects in the Fisher Library Stacks were: 

1) The use of open shelving almost exclusively, and open trays, 

so that objects could be handled by any visitor to the room. 

( See Figure No. 114 for an illustration of this method of 

storage.) This resulted in a situation where the trays and their 

contents could be spilt accidently, through staff and/or students 

catching clothing on the trays or knocking them off the shelf. 

This was a serious problem, which was evidenced by broken pieces 

of objects which were recovered whole from Jordan, and by the 

many guilty confessions I received from students every time I 

looked at the shelves. ( 110h, I broke that last year." "Oh, that 

is the pot that I stepped on, sorry. 11 ) 

2) The small finds were packed into cardboard boxes, within 

small plastic bags. The research assistant had been doing her 
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best to gather small boxes, and to pack the finds within them, 

but there were still far too many finds within each box, and 

they were not supported by padding. 

3) Glass from Pella had been carefully packed with tissue and 

plastic wrappings by Miss Margaret O'Hea. However, there were 

not enough boxes to enable each piece to be packed individually. 

4) Existing shelving was too narrow for some of the larger items, 

and was too crowded, so that some bowls were piled within each 

other. 

5) A large number of pots and other finds was expected from 

Jordan, from the 1983/84 season, and there was no available 

shelving or space for them. 

In order to correct the above problems, the following action 

was taken. ·.Boxes were obtained. A system was created using 

New South Wales Government Archives boxes, which could easily 

be stacked or used with shelving, and smaller, custom made boxes 

which could either be stacked directly onto the shelving or 

stacked within the Archives boxes. 

The small boxes were used for boxing fragile items, such as 

the glass and other small finds, either individually or two 

items to a box (rarely more, but with some small items, such 

as beads, it was considered safe to place more than two to a 

box). The boxes were lined with cotton wool as padding, and 

a sheet of acid free paper was cut to size and laid on top 

of the cotton wool. The acid free paper was used as it would be 

long lasting, would not stain or contaminate any contents, and 

would prevent any of the cotton fibres from catching on any 

objects. This was particularly important with some of the 

glass objects and with some of the bronzes. The method of 

packing used for boxing the fragile items is illustrated in 

Figures Nos. 110 and 111. 



Packing and Storage 

Figures Nos. 110 and 111. These photographs show the boxing 

system for glass artifacts. 

Fig. No, 110, Reg. No. 42123, Glass Balsamarium. 

1.87r. 

Fig. No. 111. Reg. No. 11470. Glass Unguentarium and Bronze 

Stick (22)379. The Bronze Stick is packed with self-indicating 

Silica Gel, 



The small finds were generally placed on top of the acid free 

tissue, within a small plastic bag - with punched holes and 

an open top. The paper tag with catalogue information for the 

small find was also placed inside the plastic bag. For the 

copper based metals only, an extra sheet of acid free paper 

was slipped under the object, and the edges of the sheet rolled 

up to allow the bag to gape, thus fulfilling the two functions 

of propping open the bag even further to allow ventilation, 

and to remain in contact with the metal so that if any sign 

of active bronze disease (loose powder from the surface, etc.) 

appeared it might stain the paper green and warn any observer 

or handler of the object that the object might be in need of 

conservation examination and/or treatment. 

No wrapping was placed on top of the objects, or any padding. 

This allows the object to be viewed immediately upon the 

lifting of the lid of the box, and means that the object will 

not be lost in layers of tissue or padding. 

Two sizes of small boxes were used, one 160 mm (L) x 170 mm (W) x 

55 mm (H) and the other 160 mm (L) x 85 mm (W) x 55 mm (H). 

Two of the smaller size could stack on one of the larger, and 

they could all be stacked within the New South Wales Archives 

boxes (~pprox. 400 mm (L) x 170 mm (w) x 240 mm (H) ) for easy 

storage, handling, packing and shipping. 

The small boxes were made of cardboard, with cloth/gummed 

hinges at the corners and separate lids. No staples were used, 

so that they could not rust and possibly affect the artifacts. 

The boxes shown in the following photographs of the packing and 

storage system ( Figures Nos. 110 and 111) were used at the 

beginning of the glass conservation project. They were given 

to the Pella project (in return for some archives boxes), and 

were used until our own custon made boxes arrived. The Nicholson 

Museum had ordered them many years ago, and they were still being 

used in the Museum. Unfortunately, they had been made with staples, 

some of which were now corroding. 



The New South Wales Government Archives boxes are made of 

cardboard, in a single pre-cut and scored sheet, and are 

made up by the user prior to use. As they are made in one 

piece, they have no glued seams or staples. They are very 

strong, and have proven a great success for artifact storage 

and handling (packing and transport) on historical archaeological 

excavations in New South Wales. 

To help in the identification of the contents of boxes, and to 

minimize unnecessary handling, the name and registration number 

of each boxed small find was printed onto the top and one side 

of the box and, where appropriate, either an outline of the 

artifact or a half-section drawing of the small vessel was done 

on the lid of the box. The contents of the New South Wales Archives 

boxes was also printed onto the boxes, on the front and one of 

the sides, but outlines and half-sections (profiles)·. were not 

drawn on these boxes. 

The Archives boxes proved very useful for the storage of sherds , 

of bags of sherds which could be reconstructed into pots, for 

the storage of small vessels, and for the storage of the small 

finds. They were particularly useful upon the arrival of the 

1983/84 artifacts, as the objects could then be unpacked, placed 

upon the inventory by Miss McKenzie and checked for any conservation 

problems by myself, then immediately packed into the boxes, 

labeled, stacked, and eventually shelved. 

New ~helving was obtained for the Pella room, with shelves wide 

enough to accomodate the archives boxes and the larger objects. 

For illustrations of the new shelving and the use of the Archives 

boxes for the storage of the ceramics and other finds see figures 

nos. 113, 115, and 116. This solved the space problem, and enabled 

the 1983/84 material to be safely shelved, besides giving enough 

extra space for shelving artifacts from previous years, and 

objects awaiting conservation treatment. 

The boxes and new shelving, obtained thanks to the generous 

supplies/equipment grant for my project from the Australian 

National Gallery, made a tremendous difference in the safety 

and storage of the collection, virtually eliminating the problems 
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Fig. 112. Fisher Library, showing the Library Stacks. 

View from the North. Photograph by the author. 
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The Fisher Library Stacks 

Room 190/191 The Pella Room 

Fig. No. 113. 

191. 

This room is used for the storage of archaeological material 
from Pella, Jordan. It is also used as an office for a 
Research Assistant, and as a seminar room for teaching by 
the Department of Archaeology. 
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Arrangement as of December 1984. 



The Pella Room 

Fisher Library Stacks 

Storage of Pella Artifacts/November 1984. 

Fi'gure No. 114. 
Open shelving, with display of the teaching collection. 
The small artifacts in boxes on top of the shelves were 
subsequently reboxed and placed with their appropriate 
artifact groups. 

Photographs on this and the subsequent page by the author. 

]92. 



The Pella Room 

Fisher Library Stacks 

Storage of Pella Artifacts/November 1984. 

Figures Nos. 115 and 116. 
The new storage space in the Pella Room, generated by the 
provision of new shelving and storage boxes. 
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The Fisher Library Stacks 

Room 193 The Department of Archaeology 

Fig. No. 117. 

This room contains archaeological material owned by 
Professor Hennessy, and is used as an office by a tutor 
of the Department of Archaeology, besides being used 
for storage of Pella artifacts~ Dimensions approx. 3. 7M (L) x 
3 M (W). 

Arrangement as of December 1984. 
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outlined above. 

It was also possible to leave the complete pots on open shelving, 

and the labeled boxes arranged in categories by types of 

materials, so that the Pella Collection would still be easily 

accessible for student use (as a teaching collection), yet the 

provision of more space and individual boxes for the small finds 

meant that items would sit stabily on the shelves, less liable 

to breakage. It has also been my experience that when things 

are in disorder people are more likely to treat them with less 

respect than they do when ordered, and properly cared for. 

Therefore, the boxing and other attention given to the artifacts 

should encourage more care by students and other researchers 

using the collection. 

The Anthropology Laboratory 

Storage conditions in the Anthropology Laboratory are covered in 

a photographic presentation in the following pages ( Figures nos. 

118 - 123.) 

The chief problems in the packing of the skeletal material 

housed in the Anthropology Laboratory are unsuitable padding 

materials (coloured tissue and other papers), which should be 

replaced with packing materials which do not contain dyes, which 

might transfer their colour onto the artifacts, and which would 

be relatively stable over a long storage period, and, in some 

cases either unsuitable packing methods (tissue wrapped around 

and around a fragile bone, so that it has to be handled extensively 

before it can be seen) or no padding at all. These problems are 

illustrated in figures nos. 121 and 122. They could be alleviated 

through improvements in the packing system at Pella, as most of 

the material remains as packed in the field and may not be touched 

again for long periods of time. 

Unfortunately, the care of the skeletal material was a very low 

priority for my project, and so I was not able to make any 

improvements in the storage conditions for the Pella skeletal 

material. 



Fig. No. 118. The Institute Building, City Road. 

(Gamble 1981 : no page number given.) 
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The Anthropology Laboratory 

The Institute Building 

197. 

Figures Nos. 119 and 120. Storage conditions for the skeletal 

material from Pella. Photographs by the author. 
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The Anthropology Laboratory 

The Institute Building 

Figures Nos. 121 and 122. Packing used for the skeletal material 

from Pella. The pink tissues were used in the field (Pella) and 

have not been replaced. Photographs by the author. 



The Anthropology Laboratory 

The Institute Building 

Fig. No. 123. Packing used for the skeletal materi al from 

Pella. Photograph by the author. 

199. 
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The Future of the Collection 

As of this date, many of the objects now at the University of 

Sydney are designated for transport to the Australian National 

Gallery in Canberra. Therefore, after the appointment of Mrs. 

Ilsa King as acting head of the Conservation Department of the 

Australian National Gallery, Mrs. King was approached regarding 

the future packing, storage, and conservation needs of the material. 

Mrs. King was able to come to Sydney for two days before the 

termination of my project, to inspect the work already completed, 

to make herself personally familiar with the collection and the 

particular conservation problems which the materials have, and 

to plan suitable arrangements for its packing and transport to 

Canberra by the Australian National Gallery. 

It was felt by Mrs. King that the boxes employed for the storage 

of the material in Sydney were appropriate for their transport 

to Canberra, with the addition of some extra packing of bubble 

wrap, and that the material would need little additional handling 

during packing and transport (see correspondance Appendix B). 

The ultimate designation of other material currently at the 

University of Sydney is uncertain, though it is most probable 

that some will remain at Sydney, some may go to the University 

of Queensland, and some may go to the other financial contributors 

to the Pella excavations. 

All future plans for display, teaching, research, or other uses 

of the material are in the curatorial hands of Dr. McNicoll and 

the other members of the Pella Project. However, it has been 

the aim of this conservation project to aid in the future use of 

the collection by working towards the stabilization, repair, 

and the safe storage of the materials today. 





Artifacts from the Nicholson Museum and the 

University of Sydney 

Conservation Treatments 

201. 

Wide as the range of the Pella Collection was, it did not 

offer materials which had all of the possible conservation 

problems to be encountered with Archaeological artifacts. 

Therefore, it was the wish of my supervisor, Mrs. Patricia 

Johnson, that I treat some objects from the Nicholson Museum 

of Antiquities Collection, and from the University of Sydney 

Collection, which would offer me a wider scope for treatments 

and give me the chance to further develop my skills. 

Discussion of Treatments 

My first Nicholson object was begun before the Pella project 

commenced, as a volunteer , at the Nicholson Museum Conservation 

Laboratory. This was an Egyptian Mummy case lid which had suffered 

severe flood damage. My ta.sk was to continue the work of other 

volunteers in repairing the lid, and it was not envisaged that I 

would finish the task {which may take years). I succeeded in 

building up some of the support for the headdress of the portrait 

lid, and in repairing one of the loose wooden hands, before going 

on to the Pella project. 

At the termination of the Pella project it was felt that I 

needed to work on larger bronzes than had been available in 

the Pella Collection, and also to be able to do a wider variety 

of treatments and to compare the results. Therefore, I treated 

three Egyptian bronzes ; two small statues and a shaft from the 

Nicholson Collection, all showing different conservation problems 

and calling for different treatments. 

It was also felt that I had not been able to do enough restoration 

work on ceramics to really develop my restoration skills, as it 

had been the conservation philosophy for the Pella project to 

keep as much work as possible within the limits of conservation, 

not restoration to display standards. However, that it was 
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important for me to have the ability to fully restore ceramics, 

if called upon to do so, was clear both to myself and to my 

supervisor. Therefore, I was given several University of Sydney 

ceramics in need of reconstruction, of different types and 

posing different restoration problems, and allowed to work upon 

them until the end of my Internship. This proved to be valuable 

experience, and I was able to clean, repair, gap-fill and in-paint 

a small number of ceramics in the last month of my Internship. 

Reports on my work on the Nicholson Museum objects and on a 

selection of the ceramics treated follow, with photographs 

of the objects before, during, and after treatment. 



Nicholson Museum of Antiquities 

Egyptian Artifacts 

Egyptian Mummy Case Lid 

The mummy case had been severely damaged in a flood within the 

Nicholson Museum. It has received repair work by several volunteer 

workers, as well as by Mrs. Patricia Johnson. Work has concentrated 

on adhering the loose paint flakes onto the cloth cover of the 

lid through the use of a solution of 10% w/v of Paraloid B72 in 

a 50/50 solution of Acetone/Ethanol, the in-filling of missing 

sections of wood with AJK dough (made-up to the formula given 

in Gedye, et. al. 1973: section 5.2 by Mrs . Patricia Johnson), 

and replacement of the clay moulding (under the cloth) which 

had been damaged during the flood, withAJK dough. 

During my treatment of the mummy lid I continued the above 

treatments. I also reattached a loose wooden hand onto the lid 

using HMG adhesive, a cellulose nitrate based adhesive. 

Repair work was done throughout the period of January through 

June, 1984. 

G.S. Marsh 
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Nicholson Museum of Antiquities 

Figures Nos. 124 and 125. Mummy Case Lid. During conservation 

treatment. Photographs by the author. 



Nicholson Museum of Antiquities 

Egyptian Artifacts 

Egyptian Eronzes 

The three bronzes whose treatment reports follow were chosen 

with the purpose of illustrating three methods of bronze 

treatment, chosen to suit the individual needs of the objects . 

The Osiris corresponded to my class number 1, under Classes of 

Copper Based Metals Observed and Appropriate Treatments, the 

Shaft corresponded to number 2, and the Ptah statue to my class 

number 4. 

The examination of the Nicholson bronzes aided me in my study of 

the technology used in ancient metal working, as they illustrated 

two basic techniques of metal working. The shaft was created in 

a solid piece, as were most of the Pella copper based objects, 

and was most probably cast as a solid piece, then worked and 

decorated. The Osiris was moulded in clay, with an iron shaft 

(not the usual procedure for a small statue) used as a support 

for the clay figure. These are still retained inside the figure 

of the Osiris . The clay was covered with wax, then the figure 

cast using the cire perdue or lost wax method, which was popular 

in ancient "Egypt. (Charbonneaux 1958:23) 

The Ptah statue was also probably cast using the cire perdue 

method, however, no clay figure remains inside the Ptah, and 

the nature of the hollow space remaining inside the statue 

indicates that the statue may have been moulded largely of wax, 

with only a small core , which was removed after casting. 

Though the study of ancient metals technology was not a primary 

objective of the conservation examination and treatment of the 

Nicholson Museum bronzes, it was important for an understanding 

of the technical processes used in the production of metal 

artifacts which still influence the structure and stability of 

the artifacts. 
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After treatment of the three bronzes both individual photographs 

were taken and a photograph of the three togeather to show the 

different results obtainable with the different methods of 

treatment. 

G.S. Marsh 
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Nicholson Museum of Antiquities 

Egyptian Artifacts 

Fig. No. 126. Bronze Shaft. Before conservation treatment. 

Photograph by Pat Johnson. 
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Nicholson Museum of Antiquities 

Egyptian Artifacts 

Fig. No. 127. Bronze Shaft. After conservation treatment. 

Photograph by the author. 
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Figures Nos. 128 and 129. Small Bronze of Osiris. Inv. No. R3. 

Before conservation treatment. Photograph by Pat. Johnson. 
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Figures Nos. 130 and 131. Small Bronze of Osiris. Inv. No. R3. 

After conserv&tion treatment. Photographs by the author. 
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Inv. No. 413. Treatment Report. ( Continued), 

214. 
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Comments on the Ptah Statue 

The stripping of the Ptah was a most useful and informative 

proceedure, as it revealed, layer at a time, copper corrosion 

products characteristic of many corroded bronzes. 

215. 

The first appeared to be a basic copper carbonate {cuco
3

.cu(OH)
2

) 

marred by outbreaks of Paratacamite. After immersion in Alkaline 

Glycerol, patches of basic copper carbonate (2 Cuco
3

• Cu (OH)
2

) 

appeared/became clearly visable. The corrosion products then had 

to be brushed and gently scraped off, using a scalpel held flat, 

as silicates were embedded. in the layers and impeded the efforts 

of the chemical treatment{s). Under the basic copper carbonate 

layers was clearly revealed a layer of cuprous oxide (cu
2
o), red 

in colour. When all layers were removed. by further soaking in 

Alkaline Glycerol, followed by Calgon, and finally by treatment 

with a 15 % solution v/v of Sulphuric acid in distilled water, 

the original surface of the bronze was revealed, including some 

formerly obscurred details, such as casting marks on one of the 

arms. However, much of the surface of the metal was deeply pitted 

from the effects of corrosion, only small areas near the arms 

and on the head showed a relatively smooth finish. 

The characteristic colour of the bronze was revealed and, slightly 

darkened by hot washing, shows in marked contrast to the two 

other Nicholson bronzes which were not stripped of their corrosion 

products. 

G.S. Marsh 
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Figures Nos. 132.and 133. Small Bronze of Ptah (God of Healing). 

Inv. No. 413. Before conservation treatment. Photographs : by 

Mrs. Pat Johnson. 
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Figures Nos. 1}4.and 135. Inv. No. 423. 

217. 

Small Bronze of Ptah (God of Healing). During conservation 
treatment. The small statue has been stripped of its layers of 
corrosion products, but has not yet been hot washed, stabilized 
in Benzotriazole and coated with Incralac. 
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Figures Nos. 136.and 137. Small Bronze of Ptah (God of Healing). 

Inv. No. 413. After conservation treatment. Photographs by the 

author. 
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Fig. No. 1]8. Small Bronze of Ptah (God of Healing). Inv. No. 413. 
After conservation treatment. Photograph by the author. 
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Figures Nos. 139 and 140. Comparison of three different treatments 

used for the bronzes. The shaft was not cleaned, but was stabilized 

using Benzotriazole, the Osiris was cleaned manually and then 

stabilized in Benzotriazole, while the Ptah was completely "stripped" 

using chemical treatments, then stabilized in Benzotriazole. 

Photographs by the author. 



The University of Sydney 

Pella Ceramics 

221. 

Methods of treatment used on the University of Sydney Pella 

ceramics were the same as those outlined under the section on 

the Pella ceramics. However, more attention was paid to the 

techniques of gap-filling and in-painting of the ceramics with 

the intention of using the ceramics for display in the future, 
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Ceramics 

Figures Nos. 141 and 142. Reg. No. 72044. During conservation 

treatment. Photographs by the author. 
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Ceramics 

Figures Nos. 143 and 144. Reg. No. 72044. During conservation 

treatment, Dec. 1984. Photographs by the author. 
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Ceramics 

Figures Nos. 145 and 146. Reg. No. 72044. After conservation 

treatment, Dec. 1984. Photographs by the author. 
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Ceramics 

Fig. No. 147. Reg. No. 72044 ■ After conservation treatment, 

Dec. 1984. Photograph by the author. 
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Ceramics 

Fig. No. 148. Reg. No. 30150. Before conservation treatment. 

Photograph by the author. 
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Ceramics 

Figures Nos. 149 and 150. Reg. No. 30150. During treatment. 

The bowl has been reassembled, and has now been gap-filled 

using "Polyfilla". 
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Ceramic 

Fig. No. 151. Reg. No. 30150. Close-up of gap-filling of the bowl. 



Ceramics 

Figures Nos. 152 and 153. Reg. No. 30150. After conservation 

treatment, Dec. 1984. Photographs by the author. 

231. 
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An Evaluation of the Internship 

The internship described in this report fulfilled the following 

requirements for the Internship of the Master of Applied Science 

in Materials Conservation, as set down in the "Guidelines for 

Internship Requirements of Master of Applied Science in Materials 

Conservation'' : 

1. The internship was for a period of six months of full-time 

work, and in addition it included another six months of part-time 

work. 

2. The internship was carried out under the personal supervision 

of a conservator approved by the Department of Materials Conservation 

and the Academic Board of the Canberra College of Advanced Education, 

one who holds a degree in Materials Conservation from the Institute 

of Archaeology, London University, and who has extensive experience 

in Archaeological Conservation at the British Museum, in privat e 

practice, and at the Nicholson Museum, Mrs. Patricia Johnson. 

3. The internship was carried out in the field of the intern1 s 

specialization, Archaeological (Artifact) Conservation. 

4. A dissertation of the work carried out, including case studies, 

has been produced for examination by the Canberra College of 

Advanced Education. 

During the internship program at the Nicholson Museum I was able 

to work with Mrs. Johnson on a one to one basis, and to learn 

directly from her. I treated a wide range of archaeological 

materials, on an individual basis, but with close supervision 

and dir~ction from Mrs. Johnson. I was also involved with the 

packing (including unpacking), transport, storage, and display 

of the Pella artifacts. All work was fully documented, both 

through Conservation Examination and Treatment Reports (written) 

and photographically. 

At all times I was given responsibility for my own project and 

for my own work, and at all times I was treated with the greatest 

respect and consideration by the staff of the Department of 

Archaeology and the Nicholson Museum. 



233-. 

I would like to conclude this evaluation by stating that my 

internship in Archaeological Conservation with Mrs. Patricia 

Johnson fulfilled all of my own expectations, and I felt upon 

its completion that I had received all of the help and advanced 

training that I had come to the Nicholson to obtain. 



234. 
Conclusion 

As a conclusion to this report I would like to give a brief 

account of the values imparted to me by the University of Sydney. 

At the Nicholson Museum I learned ceramic conservation and 

restoration, I learned bronze conservation, and I learned about 

glass conservation. At the Department of Archaeology I was 

exposed to the atmosphere of both a large Middle Eastern and a 

large Greek excavation, and I learned about the artifacts of 

the ancient Mediterranian world. 

I was also able to become a part of a tradition linked to Oxford, 

to the major museums of England and the Continent, and to a 

long tradition of British Archaeology. This, when linked with my 

own early Classical education, lent new meaning to two words 

often mentioned around the Quadrangle : "Generosity" by Professor 

Hennessy and 11Exoellencen by Pat Johnson. These are perhaps the 

most lasting values that an educational institution like the 

University of Sydney can teach - respect for the Greek Ar~te / 

Excellence and appreciation of the quality of the Latin Generositas/ 

nobility, freedom from meanness or smallness of mind or charact er. 
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IN REPLY 
PLEASE QUOTE: 

DEPARTMENT OF ARCHAEOLOGY 
TELEPHONE: 692 2222 

r ., DX 1154 

MEMORANDUM TO: 

L 

Dr A. McNicoll, 
Senior Lecturer, 
DEPARTMENT OF ARCHAEOLOGY, A.11 

14 August, 1984. 

PROGRESS REPORT 

Pella Collection: Conservation & Work Completed 

Conservation projects undertaken, and largely completed, 
during June/July 1984 included -

1. Restoration of objects for exhibition at 
University of Sydney Open Day {July 14-15). 

2. Unpacking, assessment and emergency conserva
tion treatment of finds from Pella 1983/4 
excavations. 

3. Cleaning of Pella coins for identification 
with Sandra Gordon. 

4. Supervision of the treatment of Pella glass 
by Margaret O'Hea. 

In the course of work on the above projects, conservation 
treatment on the following objects was completed. 

Complete conservation treatment: 

ceramics/pots 13 
Bronze objects 19 
Miscellaneous 2 
Coins (with S. Gordon) 64 
Glass objects (work done by 
Margaret O'Hea, under the 16 
supervision of the 
conservator). 
Emergency washing and fumi
gation of ceramics from Pella 
1983/4 - bags of sherds 32 

Future Work 

\ 

Projects which have either begun or are planned for August/ 
September 1984 include -

1. Purchasing and erection of shelving in the 
Pella room (Fisher Stack) for storage of 
Pella objects. 



2. 

2. Purchasing of materials for a temporary storage/ 
packaging system for Pella objects. 

3. Cleaning of Pella coins by Jo Willey, under 
the supervision of the conservator 

4. Conservation treatment of unstable Australian 
National Gallery material. 

5. Restoration of ceramics for display at the 
Australian National Gallery. 

Glennda Marsh, 
Conservator. 
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TELEPHONE: 692 2222 

DX 1154 

DEPARTMENT OF ARCHAEOLOGY. 28 August, 1984. 
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Inventory - Pella 1983/4 

An inventory has been compiled of objects received 
in July 1984 from Pella by Miss Leah McKenzie and myself. 

Registered finds: 

Total no. of ceramics 384 
Total no. of small finds ~ 

Total - 5bf 

There were also bags of general sherds, items identified by 
plot object numbers, and oBjects for Professor Hennessy. 
One object (a bead) was missing from its plastic bag. 

Conservation assessment 

A conservation assessment was made for all objects as 
the inventory was being made. Objects needing future 
treatment, emergency treatment, or fumigation were separated 
out and either treated immediately or stored separately and 
labelled as needing treatment. 

Ceramics needing fumigation have already been taken to 
the Nicholson Museum Laboratory, washed, fumigated,ra-bagged, 
and returned to the Pella room. 

Ceramics 

In need of repair /restoration - approximately - 223 

Small finds 

Unstable/in need of treatment - approximately - 50 

Most of the ceramics needing reconstruction are unpainted 
pots, lamps and dipper jugs from Tomb 62. Most of the small 
finds needing treatment are small bronzes with "bronze disease", 
i.e. active corrosion, alabaster jars with powdering surfaces, 
and inorganic materials with salt effloresence problems. 

Glennda Marsh, 
Conservator. 
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3 October, 1984. 

Progress Report: Pella Collection/Conservation Work Completed 

Conservation projects uridertaken and completed during August/ 
September 1984 included: 

1. The purchasing and erection of shelving in the 
Pella Room (Fisher Stacks), for storage of Pella 
objects, and the subsequent reorganization of 
Pella materials in the storage areas. 

2. Purchasing of materials for a storage/packaging 
system for Pella objects. 

3. Cleaning of some Pella coins by Joanne Willey, 
under the supervision of the Conservat.or. 

Ongoing projects during August/September included the conserva
tion treatment of, unstable Australian National Gallery 
materials, and the restoration of ceramics. In the course 
of work on these projects conservation treatment on the 
following objects was completed. 

Complete conservation treatment: 

Ceramics/pots 
Br,onze objects 
Miscellaneous 
Coins (with J. 
Glass 

10 
16 

2 
Willey) 7 

3 

38 

Emergency washing and fumigation of ceramics from Pella 1984: 

Bagi of sherds 32 

Future work 

Work during the last two months of the project (October/ 
November) will include: 

1. The completion of conservation treatment of all 
unstabl~ AUs~ralian National Gallery mat~rials. 

2. The completion of boxing and labelling of fragile 
objects. 
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TELEPHONE: 892 2222 

DX 1154 

DEPARTMENT OF ARCHAEOLOGY,Al7 22 November,1984 

PROGRESS REPORT/FINAL REPORT 

Pella Collection:Conservation Work Completed 

Conservation work undertaken and completed during 
October/November 1984 included -

l.The completion of conservation treatments on 
unstable Australian National Gallery artifacts. 

2. Boxing and labeling of fragile objects. 

3. The re-assembly of exceptionally fine Pella 
ceramics for possible future display. 

4. Cleaning of Pella coins for identification. 

5.The completion of censervation records and the 
production of a final report on the project. 

In the course of work on these projects conservation 
treatment on the following objects was completed. 

Complete conservation treatment: 

Ceramics/pots 
Bronze objects 
Iron objects 
Coins 
Stone objects 

7 
11 

1 
20 

l 

40 
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Final Report/ Future Recommendations 

This six month project has achieved the following results; 

1. A conservation assessment of the collection. 

2. Emergency treatment of unstable artifacts. 

3. Assessment and emergency treatment of artifacts from the 
1983/84 excavations, as received in Sydney~ 

4. Conservation treatment of the following artifacts: 

Ceramics/pots 
Bronze objects 
Miscellaneous 
Glass Objects 
Coins 

30 
46 

6 
19 
91 

192 

Emergency washing and fumigating of ceramics 
from Pella 1983/4 

Bags of sherds 64 

5. The improvement of storage conditions for Pella materials. 
This included the erectiori of more shelving, the sorting and 
boxing of 1983/84 Pella artifacts, the use of silica gel 
with all metals to create ary storage conditions, and 
the boxing of fragile items for their protection and 
support. 

6. The production of conservation treatment records, including 
photographic records, and progress reports for the 
Department of Archaeology and the Australian National 
Gallery. 

The work done on the Pella Project has greatly aided me in the 
completion of my Internship in Archaeological Conservation for 
the Masters of Applied Science, Materials Conservation (Canberra 
College of Advanced Education). Therefore, upon the completion 
of my Internship Report, and its acceptance by the Acaedemic 
Board of the CCAE, a copy will be made available to the 
Department of Archaeology,for its records and for future reference. 
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Recommendations for the Future 

Artifact Handling and Storage 

1. Bronze objects have been packed in boxes with a flat sheet of acid-free 

tissue and silica gel has been placed within a small plastic bag, punched 

with holes, then both the boxes and the silica gel have been placed within 

sealed plastic bags. 

If,in handling,it is noticed that the tissue is stained green, then active 

corrosion, or "bronze disease", may be present. The object should be taken to 

a conservator experienced in the treatment of metals for an examination, 

and for treatment, if necessary. 

2. The silica gel used with the metals collection is self-indicating, i.e. it 

changes from bright blue to white when it has absorbed moisture and is 

no longer effective. It should then be changed for fresh silica gel. 

The used silica gel can be regenerated through heating in an oven, and 

reused. 

i. Glass should be carefully watched for any signs of flaking surfaces, 

and treated by a conservator if the surfaces do become unstable. 

4. Plastic bags used for storage of Pella materials, other than those used for 

metals packed with silica gel, should allow for ventilation, through 

either punched holes or open tops, in order to prevent the condensation 

of moisture inside the bag. This is particularly important as temperature 

and relative humidity inside the Pella room have been found to fluctuat e, 

especially the relative humidity, and this will cause a condensation of 

moisture within sealed plastic bags. 

5. Small, fragile items need to be individually boxed for support. 

A small supply of such boxes have been left for future use. 

Glennda Susan Marsh 

Conservator 
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SCHOOL OF APPLIED SCIENCE CANBERRA COLLEGE OF ADVANCED EDUCATION 
P.O. BOX 1, BELCONNEN A.C.T. AUSTRALIA 2616 

March 20, 1984 

Ms. Patricia Johnson 
Conservator, Nicholson Museum 
The University of Sydney 
SYDNEY, N.S.W. 2006 

Dear Patricia: 

TELEGRAMS: COLLAOVED TELEX: 62267 CANCOL AA 

BRUCE A.C.T. TELEPHONE 062 52 2111 

Re: Internship Proposal for Ms. G. Marsh 

Since the receipt of your letter dated 23rd January 1984, I have 
received further correspondence from Glennda Marsh with a revised 
proposal for carrying out her internship with you at the Nicholson 
Museum. This proposal has been accepted by the College Higher 
Degree Committee as follows: 

1. Ms. Marsh will carry out an internship under your supervision, 
for a minimum period of six months full-time, working on the 
artefacts from Pella, in Jordon. 

2. If suitable arrangements can be made, Ms. Marsh will carry 
out on-site conservation work with the University of Sydney 
at Pella during the next excavation season. · 

3. Upon completion of the internship we would appreciate a report 
from you detailing: 

. ' 

(a) the work carried out by Ms. Marsh, and 

(_b) her competence and ability in the field of 
archaeological conservation. 

As menti.oned in your letter of 23rd January 1984, the overall 
supervi.sion of Professor Cambitoglou and the granting of a 
certificate of competence on the successful comp1etion of the 
internship would also be very much appreciated. 

I wish to thank both yourself and Professor Cambitoglou for providing 
thi:s internship for Ms. Marsh, which we consider to be an essential 
and most v.a l uab le compo~en t of the Master I s Degree program. 

Yours sincerely, 

Dr. C. Pearson 
Principal Lecturer 
Conservation of Cultural Materials . 

c.c. Ms. G. Marsh~.&..--



CANBERRA COLLEGE OF ADVANCED EDUCATION 

MEMORANDUM TO 

SUBJECT 

DATE 

DR W D L RIDE 
HEAD OF SCHOOL 
SCHOOL OF APPLIED SCIENCE 

247. 

INTERNSHIP IN CONSERVATION, 
CANDIDATE MARSH 

25 MAY 1984 

I am writing to confirm that, acting on recommendations 
by the School of Applied Science and the Higher Degree 
Committee, the Academic Board approved the appointment 
of Ms Pat Johnson, Conservator, the Nicholson Museum, 
University of Sydney, as supervisor of the internship 
to be. carried out by Miss GS Marsh, a candidate for the 
degree of Master of Applied Science for the Conservation 
of Cultural Materials. The Board further agreed that 
Miss Marsh should carry out her internship at the Nicholson 
Museum·. 

cc Dr. C Pearson / 
Miss D Coward 

Ct,\~\\~~. 

~~ 
DR PATTERSON 
ACADEMIC REGISTRAR 

+w 4~,~~-

·---------------
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Australian National Gallery 
24 October 1984 

MEMORANDU~ 

TO: 

cc.: 
F.ROM: 

RE: 

Warwick .Reeder 

GleILda Marsh 

Ilse ling 

Packing and transport of Pella Material 

I have discussed packing and transport. of the Pella material with 
Glenda Marsh 18 October 1984 following the options suggested by 
you. 

We agreed that the procedure outlined below would be best, because 
the sittlation is as follows: 

I. The small bronzes and pottery can stay packed in 
their storage boxes. for the transport . 

. There are some very delicate glasses as well 
as large pots.which need careful padding and 
packing. 

All material will be labelled for easy identi
fication and can remain in its boxes.on 
arrival at ANG awaiting exhibition or loan. 

I I. A 11 materi_al after packing should fit into 
the Gallery van. Glenda Marsh would like 
packing expert from ANG ( Francois le Gu_ll?) 
to be responsible for the safe packing of 
the delicate material. 

ANG will provide packing material suchas 
bubble plastic, approx. 10 metres (offcuts 
can be used _for this, a lot of which is in 
Conservation. It is needed for further 
padding) adhesive tape, 1 roll maximum, scissors 
and cardboard boxes. 

The small objects fit, and much is already 
packed into the archives boxes which Glenda 
purchased from NSW.Government stores. 
Dimensions are 400 mm (L) x 240 mm (H) x 
170 mm (W). 

The cardboard boxes p~ovided by ANG.are 
optimally of dimensions to accommodate six 
archives boxes each. Twenty of such boxes .. 
to be provided by ANG, some of which would 
house large pottery items. 
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J.Dl to Warwick Reeder -2- 24 October 1984 

11. 
I 

I 

/ 
IV. 

The material has been under close 
observation for such length of time as 
to render fumigation on arrival at ANG 
unnecessary. 

Glenda.' s contract expires so would 
Registry ANG please arrange a date mutually 
agreeable for the transfer of · the material 
before that date. 

A copy of the latest inventory of items 
held for the ANG is attached. 
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